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Abstract
We consider the effective low-energy 517(2)/, x  517(2)/ x (7 ( l ) y x  U ( l ) y  model, which is 
based on the E6 grand unification theory. 517(2)/ is a subgroup of 517(3)// and commutes 
with the electric charge operator.
Higgs bosons in the Standard Model and two-Higgs doublet models are reviewed and 
studied first. The flavor-changing neutral currents and their effects on the anomalous 
magnetic moment of the muon are discussed. Bounds on masses of Higgs bosons are 
obtained by requiring that the vacuum is stable and perturbation theory is valid up to a 
large scale. We introduce Higgs multiplets including two neutral doublets to break down 
SU(2)l  x  517(2)/ x  17(l)r x  U {l )y  to 17(l)em. An upper bound of about 150 GeV to 
the lightest neutral Higgs scalar mass is found.
The gauge bosons corresponding to 517(2)/ are charge-neutral. Production and effects 
of W[ bosons are reviewed first. Mixings among neutral gauge bosons appear naturally. 
Electroweak precision experiments, including Z-pole experiments, mw  measurements and 
low-energy neutral current experiments are used to put indirect constraints on masses of 
the extra neutral gauge bosons and the mixings between them  and the ordinary Z boson. 
We also consider the possible constraint from a proposed measurement at Jefferson Lab 
of the proton’s weak charge. It is found th a t the mixing angles are very small, namely 
|0| <  0.005. The lower bound for the mass of the lightest extra neutral gauge boson is 
found to be about 560 — 800 GeV, which is comparable with the current direct search 
limit. Low-energy neutral current experiments give the strongest bounds on the lightest 
extra neutral gauge boson.
Fermions reside in the 27 fundamental representation of E q . We study the pair pro­
duction of heavy charged exotic leptons a t e+e“ colliders in this model. In addition to 
the standard 7  and Z boson contributions, a t-channel contribution due to W/-boson 
exchange, which is unsuppressed by mixing angles, is quite important. We calculate
xii
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the cross section, the left-right and forward-backward asymmetries, and discuss how to 
differentiate different models.
xiii
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Chapter 1 Introduction
1.1 Standard M o d el
1.1.1 Basic ingredients
The Standard Model (SM) is a  gauge field theory describing the electromagnetic 
interaction, weak interaction and strong interaction [1]. Its gauge group is SU(3)c  x 
SU{2)l x  U(l)y,  which spontaneously breaks down to SU(3)c  x  U{l ) em through the 
Higgs mechanism.
The particle spp.ct.rnm  of the SM includes three sectors: Gauge bosons, Fermions and 
Higgs scalars. It is summarized in Table 1.1. The first two numbers in the brackets 
of the second co lu m n indicate the dimensions of representations to which particles are 
arranged, and the third component is the U(1)y  quantum numbers of particles.
Table 1.1 The Fields of the Standard Model
Particle SU(3)c  x  SU(2)l x U(1)y
(8 , 1, 0)
w - (1, 3, 0)
(1, 1 , o)
(3, 2 , 1/ 6)
\ / L 
UR (3, 1, 2/3)
d'R (3, 1, -1/3)
M J ) , (1 , 2 , - 1/ 2)
eR (1 , 1 , -1)
* - ( ? ) (1 , 2 , 1/ 2)
Excellent and detailed reviews of the SM can be found in Ref. [2].
1.1.2 The status of the SM
The SM is theoretically beautiful and phenomenologically successful. All interactions 
in the model are determined by gauge invariance. Spontaneous sym m etry breaking(SSB)
1
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gives masses to all massive particles observed so far. Almost all observables can be 
calculated, in the sense th a t the SM is renormalizable, except in the strong interaction 
region. W ith the discovery of the top quark [3] and direct observation of the r  neutrino 
[4], there is only one particle, the Higgs boson, remaining to be observed. Recently there 
are reports indicating the observation of signals in the search for the SM Higgs boson at 
the detectors of LEP [5-8]. Precision measurements also fit the SM very well so far and 
this can give strong constraints on possible new physics. More reviews on the status of 
the SM can be found in Ref. [9].
But the SM also leaves too much unsaid or just put in by hand. Why do we have 
three-generation leptons and quarks? Why are the left-handed fields treated as SU(2)l 
doublets while the right-handed fields are singlets? There is no way to determine the 
structure of Higgs fields, the minimal Higgs doublet is introduced for reasons of economy. 
Gravity is neglected in the SM. In addition, there are too many free parameters in the SM, 
including three gauge coupling constants, nine Yukawa couplings constants, three mixing 
angles and one phase from the CKM matrix, and so on. And the hierarchy problem 
is an intrinsic ailment of the SM. Radiative corrections to the mass of Higgs boson are 
quadraticaly divergent, so when extrapolating the SM to a large scale, fine tunning is 
required to obtain the mass of Higgs boson a t the order of the eletroweak scale. At the 
same time, the fine tunning should be maintained to higher orders of perturbation theory. 
One m ajor deviation from the SM may be the recent strong experimental evidence [10] 
tha t neutrinos are massive, although the masses are very small. All of these lead many 
people to think that the SM can not be a complete and final theory, it can only be 
an effective theory of a more complete theory. This gives incentives to explore physics 
beyond the SM.
2
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1.1.3 Beyond the SM
There are many ways to go beyond the SM [11].
The simplest generalization of the SM is to  add a fourth sequential family. An im­
mediate phenomenological difficulty with a  fourth light neutrino is with the d a ta  on the 
invisible Z decay width [12] which leads to the  number of families n  =  2.984 r t  0.008. A 
similar limit on the number of light neutrinos, N v =  3.00 ±  0.08, was obtained by mea­
suring the cross section of the process e+e” —» in7j [13]. So the fourth neutrino should 
not be light, this can be resolved by the addition of a massive right-handed neutrino. A 
good review on the quarks and leptons beyond the third generation can be found in Ref. 
[14].
In the SM there is only one scalar doublet in the Higgs sector. A direct extension 
of the SM is to change the Higgs structure. The most popular model is the two-Higgs 
doublet model. As is well known, at least two doublets are needed to produce masses for 
all quarks in supersymmetric models which prevent conjugates of fields from appearing 
in the Lagrangian. Additional doublets can also provide sources of CP violation through 
complex vacuum expectation values.
To account for parity violation in low-energy physics, th e  SM treats left-handed fields 
and right-handed fields differently by hand. A straightforward extension of the  SM, the 
left-right symmetric model, assumes th a t the  original theory is intrinsically left-right 
symmetric, and the asymmetry observed in nature arises from spontaneous breaking of 
the left-right symmetry.
The most popular extension of the SM is supersymmetry. The primary' motivation 
for supersymmetry is th a t it solves the gauge hierarchy problem, since contributions to 
the Higgs boson mass corrections from supersymmetric partners can cancel each other. 
At the same time, supersymmetric transform ations are very closely related to spacetime
3
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Electricity
U(l)
Magnetism
SU(2)xU(l)
Weak force
SU(5), SO(IO), E6->?
Strong force SU(3) ?
Gravity
Figure 1: An illustration of unification based on a larger group, motivated by Ref. [15]
transformations. There is a  possibility that supersymmetric theories might unify gravity 
with the other three fundam ental interactions described by gauge field theories.
The description of nature from the Abelian U (l) gauge theory describing the electro­
magnetic interaction, to the non-Abelian SU(2)l  x  U ( 1 ) y  gauge theory describing the 
electroweak interaction, further to S U (3)c x SU(2 )£, x U ( 1 ) y  describing all fundamental 
interactions except gravity, is a great trium ph of the gauge revolution and one of the 
most important achievements in the recent history of physics. It is noted th a t the gauge 
group becomes bigger and bigger when more interactions are included. One is tempted 
to suggest a bigger simple or semisimple group to describe all interactions in the principle 
of gauge invariance. This brought the development of grand unification theories (GUT). 
This is illustrated in Fig. 1.
Although there are many proposed extensions of the SM, there is no experimental 
evidence for any of them  yet. Agreement of the SM and current experiments can put 
constraints on possible new physics.
4
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1.2 T h e E q M od el
1.2.1 A  l i t t le  h is to ry
Early attem pts to find a unified theory based on a larger simple or semisimple group 
were made by Pati and Salam [16]. Shortly after, Georgi and Glashow [17] found that 
the SM can be embedded into the simple Lie group SU(5). Failures of the ordinary SU(5) 
model to account for the proton lifetime and the electroweak mixing angle [18] led later 
to a larger group, the SO(IO) model [19]. As in the SM, the three(or more) copies of 
the generation sturcture are still put in by hand. Great interest in the E q unification 
model was sparked in the late 1970’s when it was noted th a t (i)E q was the next natural 
anomaly-free choice for a GUT group after SO (10), (ii) E q could have several intermediate 
mass breaking scales, and, more importantly, (iii) each generation of fermions was placed 
in the 27 dimensional representation. The last feature allowed the possibility to arrange 
for the then newly-discovered r  lepton and b quark to fit into a 27 representation and 
there was no need to include a third generation, but later d a ta  ruled out this possibility 
because both r  and b belong to a new generation.
The second surge of interest in E q came during the first revolution of superstring 
theories in the middle 1980’s. The heterotic, anomaly-free, Eg x  E&, ten-dimensional 
superstring theory [20] can result in Eq grand unified theories as the low-energy limit 
[21]. This superstring-inspired Eq model has been discussed greatly in literature. A good 
summary can be found in Ref. [22].
1.2.2 E q g ro u p  a n d  its  su b g ro u p s
E q is an exceptional algebra [23]. It has 78 generators and rank 6 (the maximum 
number of simultaneously diagonalizable generators). It is the only exceptional group 
having non-self conjugate irreducible representations, so it is the only exceptional group 
from which a flavor-chiral theory is possible.
5
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In the standard Cartan-W eyl analysis, the generators of a simple group cam be divided 
into two sets. The first set consists of all simultaneously diagonalizable generators Hi,
while the other generators can be chosen to satisfy eigenvalue equations of the form
where the numbers a* are structure constants of the algebra in the Cartan-Weyl basis. 
For each operator E a, there are rank(G) numbers ar*, called root a,  that can be used to 
designate a point in a rank(G)-dimensional euclidean space called the root space.
W ritten in a basis, a  positive root is defined by the requirement that the first nonzero 
component of the root is positive, and a simple root is a positive root th a t cannot be 
w ritten  as a linear combination with positive coefficients of the other positive roots. 
There are only rank(G) simple roots for a simple group G. The relative length and angle 
relations among the simple roots completely characterize a simple Lie algebra. This can 
be represented graphically by a two-dimensional diagram called the Dynkin diagram. It 
is possible to add only one root, the negative of the root of the highest weight, to the 
set of simple roots th a t satisfies the requirement tha t the difference of the two roots is 
not a  root. The Dynkin diagram for the extended root set is called the extended Dynkin 
diagram  with the new root marked by x.
From Fig. 2, the lengths of simple roots of E6 are equal and the angles between 
connected simple roots are all 120°.
A fundamental problem of unification model building is to find all the ways that the 
currently known interactions can be embedded in a unified group G. This is to find all 
subgroups of G having the form,
[Hi, Hj\ = 0, i, j  =  1, 2 , • - -, rank(G); (1)
[Hi, E a] =  otiEa, i =  1, 2 , • - -, rank(G ), (2)
Q  D  Q f l a v o r  x  S U ( 3 ) C (3)
6
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o  • o
C A A > ^ > - 0 - 0  o -o -o o -o
2 3 2 4 5
Figure 2: Dynkin diagram and extended Dynkin diagram  for E6 algebra
with Q flavor generated by the color singlet generators of G, including 517(2)/, x 17(l)r-
of G if there is no algebra G" such tha t G D  G" D G '. Maximal subalgebras of a
regular if there exists a basis of G such tha t {Hi} D and {Ea} D {E 'a } where
{H{} and {E'Q} are C artan  subalgebra and ladder operators of G1 written in a Cartan- 
Weyl basis. A regular subalgebra can be semisimple or nonsemisimple. Each maximal 
nonsemisimple subgroup is a U (l) factor times a semisimple factor obtained by removing 
one dot from the Dynkin diagram for G. The maximal regular semisimple subalgebra can 
be obtained similarly by removing a dot from the extended Dynkin diagram for G. All 
subgroups of E s with U{l)em x SU (3)c  as subgroup are listed in Table 1.2 . Here F4 has 
rank- 4  and has 52 generators. Its irreducible representations are all self-conjugate, so all 
theories based on F4 are vector-like. SO(IO) may be classified as E 5 and SU(5) may be 
classified as i?4, so the  chain of subgroups E q D 50(10) x  0 (1 ) D 517(5) x 17(1) x U(l)  
m ay contains many of the interesting flavor-chiral theories and is studied most in the 
literature. 517(3) x  517(3) x 517(3) is the only maximal subgroup decomposition of E 6 
including QCD as an explicit factor. A more detailed sum m ary of the E6 group can be 
found in Ref. [24].
A proper subalgebra O' of G is denoted by G D G', and  G' is a maximal subalgebra
simple algebra can be classified as regular and special subalgebras. A subalgebra G' is
7
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Table 1.2 Subgroups of Eg with 17(1)em x SU(3)c  as subgroup.
Group Maximal subgroups
Eg F4, 5 0 (1 0 ) x  17(1), 517(2) x 517(6), 517(3) x  517(3) x 517(3)
f 4 SO(9), 517(3) x 517(3)
SO(9) SO(8 ), 517(2) x 517(4)
SO(8 ) SO(7), 517(4) x 17(1)
SO (7) SU(4)
SU(4) 517(3) x 17(1)
SO(IO) 517(5) x 17(1), 517(2) x 517(2) x 517(4), SO(9), 517(2) x 5 0 (7 ), 5 0 (8 ) x 17(1)
SU(6) 517(5) x 17(1), 517(4) x 517(2) x 17(1), 517(3) x 517(3) x 17(1)
SU(5) 517(4) x 17(1), 517(3) x 517(2) x 17(1)
1.2.3 Effective low-energy models
Models based on subgroups of Eg can be rank 5 or rank 6 . Choosing the color group
to be SU(3) at these Eg symmetry breaking scales, the rank-5 model can be determined
uniquely to be
SU(3)C x SU(2)l x U(1)Y x U( 1)„. (4)
where 17(l ) v is the only additional factor and its couplings are essentailly fixed. In the 
rank-6 case, there are two kinds of relevant models
( а ) .  SU(3)C x  S U (2 ) l  x  U( 1)y  x  U(l) '  x  U( 1 ) " ,  (5)
(б). SU(3)C x  SU (2 )l x  577(2)' x U( 1)' x U( 1)" (6 )
where the product 17(1)' x  U(l)r' can be taken, without loss of generality, to be 17(1)* x 
£7(1)* via the decomposition
Eg 50(10) x 17(1)* -> 50(10) x 517(5) x U(l)x x 17(1)*, (7)
and the most frequently discussed 517(2)' can be 517(2)R or 517(2)/(which will be in­
troduced in the following). In most cases a rank-6  model can be reduced further to an 
effective rank-5 model through
17(1)* x U(l)x -+ U ( l )9, (8)
8
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or
U( 1)L X  U(1)R -> U{l)v=L+R, SU{2), X U(l)'  -+ S U (2 ) i  (9)
where the mixing angle between U{1)^  and U{\)x , 0, can have different values corre­
sponding to specific models which will be discussed later when we study  gauge boson 
mixings. These effective rank-5 models and the rank-5 m odel(f/(l)7?) are discussed most 
often in the literature.
Each generation of fermions in the  SM has 15 degrees of freedom, so the most eco­
nomical way is to put all of them  into a  fundamental representation of E§. Then some 
new particles, which sometimes are called exotic particles compared w ith  the ordinary 
SM particles, will be introduced. In  term  of the subgroups SO(IO) and SU(5), the fun­
dam ental representation 27 decomposes as
27 =  (16, 5) +  (16, 10) +  (16,1) +  (10, 5) +  (10, 5) +  (1 ,1 )  (10)
which gives the classification of particles in the SU(5) and SO(10) unification model. 
Under the SU(3)c  x SU(3)l x S U ( 3 ) r  subgroup, the 27 has the branching rule
27 =  (3C, 3 ,1) + (3C, 1, 3) +  ( lc, 3, 3) (11)
'---------------v ----------------------------------    "  ' --v-------------'
q q I
and the particles of the first family are assigned as
f u \^ /  E c u N
d +  ( u c dc hc ) + N c e E
\ h )1  ^ 7 V ec uc S c
where the superscript c represents charge conjugate and all fields are given in left-handed 
fields. It is noted that an isosinglet charge — |  quark h and its antiparticle hc, a right- 
handed neutrino are introduced. (Different symbols for these particles have been used in 
the literature.)
Because the antiquarks are in an  SU(3)c  singlet, the electromagnetic charge operator 
cannot be Qern =  T3L +  ^  coming fr°m SU(3)l , otherwise all antiquarks will
9
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have same electric charge The fact is tha t the anti-u quark and the anti-d quark have 
different electric charges. Therefore a t least one extra U (l) factor, Y r , coming from the 
last S U ( 3 ) r  must contribute to the electric charge operator.
There are three possible ways to  break the 3 of the  S U ( 3 ) r  into 2 +  1. Consider the 
above representation. Firstly, (uc, dc) forms an SU(2) doublet and hc forms a singlet with 
Qem _  +  +  -^ +  which leads to the well-known and well-studied left-right
symmetric model: and this model has the attractive feature that it can be embedded in 
the SO(IO) unification model. Secondly, (uc,hc) forms an SU(2) doublet and dc forms a 
singlet with Qern = T3L — T3r  +  this is not a  physically interesting case because
it is similar to the left-right symmetric model with d° replaced by hc, and it has received 
little attention in the literature. Thirdly, (dc, hc) forms an SU(2) doublet and uc forms a 
singlet with Qern =  T3L +  — Y r .  In the third choice the SU(2) doesn’t contribute to
the electromagnetic charge operator and it is called SU(2)r (I stands for Inert). So the 
vector gauge bosons corresponding to SU(2)[ are electrically neutral.
The two U (l) factors, Yr and Yr , can be combined linearly to produce two other 
U (l) factors in order that only one of them contributes to the electric charge operator, 
which is called U(l)y  here, and the  other one has no contribution to the electric charge 
operator, which is called U ( l ) y .  So we have Qem = T3l +  y  and Y '  can be determined 
correspondingly. In the third case above, it is easy to find Y  = Yl — 2Yr  and Y'  =  
2 Y l + Y r .  Then we get our desired group structure as SU(2)L x  SU(2)r x  U (l)y  x U ( l ) y .
The most extensive work on the  phenomenology of this model was performed by Rizzo
[25] and Godfrey [26], who looked a t the production of the neutral W ’s in hadron-hadron, 
positron-electron, and electron-proton colliders. There has been very little work done 
since then, in spite of the fact th a t there is much more information obtained from precision 
electroweak studies, flavor-changing neutral current processes, the discovery of the top 
quark, etc. We find it is remarkable tha t so little is known about the phenomenology of
10
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one of the main possible subgroups of E 6, and propose to  study this phenomenology in 
detail in this project.
At the 517(2)/, x 517(2)/ x U{1)y  x  U{1)y ' level, a single generation of fermions can 
be represented as
where SU(2)L^) acts vertically(horizontally). For example, additional heavy leptons 
(N, E) and their conjugates (5 C, N c) form two new isodoublets under 517(2)/,; a right- 
handed neutrino and an additional neutral lepton forms an 517(2)/ doublet (z/c, S c). The 
quantum  numbers are listed in Table 1.3.
1.3 O u tlin e
After a brief introduction of the background and the model we will work on, the thesis 
is organized as below. The Higgs boson sector, gauge boson sector and fermion sector of 
this model will each be explored separately.
Chapter 2 deals with the Higgs boson sector. The m ain aim is to find bounds on the 
masses of the (lightest) Higgs scalars. The SM and two-Higgs doublet model are studied 
first as an introduction and comparison. Experimental searches for Higgs boson(s) are 
reviewed briefly, and constraints on the masses of Higgs bosons in the SM and two- 
Higgs doublet models are derived, by the requirement th a t the vacuum is stable and the 
perturbation theory is valid up to a large scale. The flavor-changing neutral currents 
and their effect on the anomalous magnetic moment of the muon are also discussed. 
Then a specific assignment of Higgs multiplets for 517(2)/, x 517(2)/ x 17(l)y- x  U(l)yi 
is introduced, and the mass-squared matrices for various scalars are derived. An upper 
bound of about 150 GeV to the lightest neutral Higgs scalar in the model is found. Other 
Higgs mass relationships are also discussed.
11
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Table 1.3 The quantum numbers of fermions in 27  of E$
State T3L Yl Tzi Vr Y ( Y l -  2Yr ) Y'(2Yl +  Y r ) g e m Exotic(?)
u 1/2 1/3 0 0 1/3 2/3 2/3
d -1/2 1/3 0 0 1/3 2/3 -1/3
uc 0 0 0 2/3 -4/3 2/3 -2/3
dc 0 0 1 /2 -1/3 2/3 -1/3 1/3
h 0 -2/3 0 0 -2/3 -4/3 -1/3 V
hc 0 0 -1 /2 -1/3 2/3 -1/3 1/3 V
e~ -1/2 -1/3 1 /2 1/3 - 1 -1/3 - 1
e+ 0 2/3 0 -2/3 2 2/3 1
E~ -1/2 -1/3 -1 /2 1/3 - 1 -1/3 - 1 V
E + 1/2 -1/3 0 -2/3 1 -4/3 1 V
ue 1 /2 -1/3 1 /2 1/3 -1 -1/3 0
0 2/3 1 /2 1/3 0 5/3 0 V
N 1/2 -1/3 -1 /2 1/3 - 1 -1/3 0 V
N c -1/2 -1/3 0 -2/3 1 -4/3 0 V
S c 0 2/3 -1 /2 1/3 0 5/3 0 V
In Chapter 3 the gauge boson sector of the model is studied. Mixing and mass re­
lationships of gauge bosons in the SM are introduced first. Then a general discussion 
of gauge boson mixings is given. A remarkable feature of our model is that the gauge 
bosons corresponding to SU {2 )/ are neutral. Special attention is paid to the W[ boson. 
Its production, effects in rare processes and contribution to the anomalous magnetic mo­
ment of the muon is presented. The mass-squared matrix of neutral gauge bosons for 
our model is given. Mixing appears naturally. Results from electroweak precision experi­
ments, including Z-pole experiments, m w  measurements and low-energy neutral current 
experiments are used to pu t indirect constraints on masses of the extra neutral gauge 
bosons and the mixings between them and the ordinary Z boson. We also consider the 
possible constraint from a proposed measurement at Jefferson Lab of the proton’s weak 
charge. It is found tha t the mixing angles are very small, namely |0| <  0.005. The lower 
bound of the mass of the lightest extra neutral gauge boson is found to be about 560 — 800 
GeV, which is comparable to the current direct search limit, low-energy neutral current
12
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experiments give the strongest bounds on the lightest extra neutral gauge boson.
In Chapter 4 the fermion sector of the model is explored. The mixing between exotic 
fermions and the SM fermions are briefly reviewed first. The pair production of heavy 
charged exotic leptons at e+e~ colliders is studied. In addition to the standard j  and Z 
boson contributions, we also include the contributions from extra neutral gauge bosons. A 
t-channel contribution due to the W/-boson exchange, which is unsuppressed by mixing 
angles, is quite important. We calculate the cross section, the left-right and forward- 
backward asymmetries, and discuss how to differentiate different models. Pair production 
of the h-quark is also discussed briefly.
Chapter 5 includes our conclusions and an outlook for future work. The mass-squared 
matrices for Higgs bosons are listed in the Appendix.
13
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Chapter 2 Higgs boson sector
2.1 In trod u ction
Although the SM is very successful phenomenologically, the experimental information 
of the scalar sector of the SM is very weak. The most important piece comes from the 
p-parameter, defined through the relation
c ‘ "  =  (12)
where G f is the Fermi constant, is the effective low-energy neutral current La-
grangian and Jzn is the standard weak neutral current, p is a measure of the ratio of the 
neutral current to the charged current strength in the effective low-energy Lagrangian. 
It can be expressed [27]
+ 1) -
where N is the number of the scalar multiplets, <pt-, with vacuum expectation values 
cTj, isospin I{ and hvpercharge In the SM p — 1 a t the tree level. In our model, 
scalar multiplets (introduced later) N  and N'  are SU(2)L x U(l)y  singlets, and scalar 
multiplets H  and H 2 are doublets with Y  =  ± 1 , therefore p is also equal to 1 at the tree 
level automatically. The deviation from the unity, less than 1%, is assumed to be due to 
eletroweak radiative corrections which are sensitive to new particles in loops.
The discovery of the Higgs boson remains one of the main challenges for today’s 
particle physicists. The most im portant thing is to determine the mass(es) of the Higgs 
boson(s). In this section, we present studies on the Higgs structure of the SM first, then 
the two-Higgs-doublet models, and finally the S U (2 ) l  x  U {l)y  x  SU(2)r x  U(1)y' model. 
Some constraints on the model from the Higgs-boson mass bounds are obtained.
14
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2.2 T h e SM  H iggs b oson
In the minimal version of the SM, only one complex Higgs doublet is introduced as
* - ( $ ) .  (14)
where Y{(f>) =  + 1. The most general gauge-invariant renormalizable scalar potential is
V  (<t>) =  - | a +- , (15)
where fi2 is mass-squared parameter and A is the self-interaction coupling constant.
It is most easily to find the mass matrix in the real basis where
*=( £+&) •  (16)
and the potential becomes
V  (0) =  +  ©2 +  ^3 +  ^ 4) +  —A (q>\ +  <f)\ <j>\ -f- £>4) , (17)
The minimum conditions of the potential are
^r-k*)=<*o =  °> (18)
which yields
- fjpfc  H- A [4t\ -I- 4% + 4>l +  02) <f>i =  0. (19)
The coefficients of the quadratic terms are
2  _  & v  1 fom
mij dfcdfa  ^
which yield
m?y =  —/j,25ij +  A [4>\ +  02 +  03 +  ^4 )  5ij +  (21)
As is well known, in the SM 4>a can be chosen to be
* =  7 2  ( ° )  ■ v = (2^ , x ) l '2' (22)
15
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and the mass of the only physical Higgs boson is
mh. =  \Pifi =  \/~\v. (2 3 )
The other field components are massless and ” eaten” by gauge bosons in order to give 
them  masses.
The mass of the Higgs boson in  the SM is, a t first sight, completely arbitrary. It de­
pends on the scalar self-coupling, A, which is a free parameter. However, rather stringent
of the standard model remains stable up to th a t large scale. The first condition gives 
an upper bound to the Higgs mass of approximately 180 GeV. The second condition is 
virtually identical to requiring th a t A remain positive up to the large scale, and that gives
strongly constrain the mass of the  Higgs boson to be between 130 and 180 GeV'.
It is easy to see where these constraints arise. The renormalization group equation for 
the scalar self-coupling is of the form
where the anomalous dimension 7  =  (—Qg\—3^-l-12^y-t)/647r2 and B  =  (3 /647T2)[-^(3^^-h 
29l9y  +  9y ) ~  9y \^- Only the top quark Yukawa coupling gYt is considered. Qualita­
tively the renormalization group equation for the scalar self-coupling can be written as 
~  =  aX2 — bgY . If A is large, the first term dominates, and A blows up; if it is small, the 
second term  dominates, and A becomes negative, leading to a vacuum instability. Only
bounds on the mass of the Higgs boson can be obtained [28, 29] by requiring that (a) A 
remains perturbative up to a large scale (generally taken to be the unification scale of ap­
proximately 1016 GeV-the precise value doesn’t much m atter here), and (b) the vacuum
a lower bound to the Higgs mass of approximately 130 GeV. Thus, these two conditions
(24)
with
Px =  4 A7  -r (12A2 -{- B ) / 8 tt2, (25)
16
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for A near the fixed point of this equation does A rem ain positive and finite from the elec- 
troweak scale to the unification scale. The bounds on the mass of the SM Higgs boson 
are illustrated in Fig. 3. A more detailed review on how severe bounds on Higgs boson 
and fermion masses arise from the requirements of vacuum stability and the validity of 
perturbation theory up to a large scale can be found in a report by Sher [28].
800
175 GeV600 m
><D
O
400x
200
109 1 0 12 1015 1018 
A [GeV]
10 10
Figure 3: Bounds on the SM Higgs boson mass by requiring that the vacuum is stable and 
the perturbation is valid up to a large scale A, assuming M t =  175 GeV and a s( m z ) = 
0.118. The shaded areas above reflect the theoretical uncertainties in the calculations of 
the Higgs mass bounds. This figure is taken from Ref. [30].
From Ref. [31], indirect experimental bounds for the Higgs boson mass are obtained 
from fits to precision measurements of electroweak observables, primarily from Z decay 
data, and to the measured top and W ± masses. These measurements are sensitive to 
log{vnH) through radiative corrections via top quark and Higgs boson loops. Currently 
the best fit value is m # =  77^39 GeV and ra#- < 2 1 5  GeV is obtained at the 95% 
confidence level(CL), still consistent with the SM being valid up to the grand unification 
scale. This is illustrated in Fig. 4.
Direct search results by the LEP collaborations, CDF and DO, give the value 102.6
17
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Figure 4: x 2 variation, as a function of the Higgs mass from the global fit of the electroweak 
measurements. This figure is taken from Ref. [32].
GeV as the 95% CL lower bound for the SM Higgs mass. Recent reports [5-8] on the 
observation of an  excess in the search for the SM Higgs boson with a mass near 114 GeV 
need to be confirmed in the future.
2.3  H iggs bosons in  th e  tw o-H iggs-d ou b let m od els
The most straightforward extension of the SM is the two-Higgs-doublet model (2HDM). 
It includes two complex scalar doublets (see Ref. [28] for a review),
Of the eight real fields, three must become the longitudinal components of the W ± and
Xi and X2 gives mass to the Z boson. Five physical Higgs scalars will remain: a charged 
scalar x ± and three neutral scalars 0 2 and the other linear combination of x i  and X2,
X i
(02 +  i-Xi)/
(26)
Z bosons after the  spontaneous symmetry breaking. Linear combinations of x t  and x f  
are absorbed into the longitudinal parts of the W ± bosons and a linear combination of
called x°-
18
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2.3.1 FCNC in the two-Higgs-doublet models
A potential danger with additional Higgs doublets is the  possibility of flavor-changing 
neutral currents (FCNC). The Higgs doublet of the standard  model does not generate 
tree level FCNC because the mass m atrix  is directly proportional to the Yukawa coupling 
matrix* so diagonalization of the former automatically diagonalizes the latter. However, 
in a two-Higgs-doublet model, the mass m atrix is the sum  of two Yukawa coupling ma­
trices (each times the appropriate vacuum expectation value), for example, the Yukawa 
couplings of the Q =  —1/3 quarks are given by
Cv = hljipitpj® i +  hijltiipj# 2, (27)
where L and j are generation indices. The mass m atrix is then
Mij =  h 1ijv l + h f j v2. (28)
Since th e  Yukawa coupling matrices are generally not simultaneously diagonalizable, 
diagonalization of the mass matrix will not, in general, diagonalize the Yukawa coupling 
matrices, thereby leading to tree-level FCNC.
These tree-level FCNC are dangerous, leading to potentially large contributions to 
processes such as K ° — ~K° mixing. It is well known th a t FCNC are highly suppressed 
relative to the charged current processes, so it would be desirable to “naturally” suppress 
them in  these models. If all quarks with the same quantum  numbers couple to the same 
scalar m ultiplet, then FCNC will be absent. This led Glashow and Weinberg [33] to 
propose a discrete symmetry which forces all the quarks of a given charge to couple to 
only one doublet. There are two such possible discrete symmetries in the 2HDM,
(/) 02 — 02 {.II) 02 —^ —02) dft dft (29)
In m odel I, all quarks couple to the same doublet, and no quarks couple to the other
19
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doublet. In model II, th e  Q = 2 /3  quarks couple to one doublet and the Q = -l/3  quarks 
couple to the other doublet.
However, it was pointed out by Cheng and Sher [35] that, for many models, the 
coupling is the geometric m ean of the Yukawa couplings of the  two fermions. As a result, 
FCNC involving the first generation fields are very sm all, and the bounds are not as 
severe. Thus, one can also consider Model III, in which no discrete symmetry is imposed, 
and the flavor-changing neutral couplings are simply constrained by experiments.
This had led to a num ber of calculations involving Model III [36-45]. The most 
extensive analyses were those of Refs. [43, 45]. In Ref. [43], the implications of tree-level 
FCNC for many processes were considered, including K °  — K°, D° — D°, B° — 13° and 
B°  — ~B°S mixing, e+e~(p+p~) —> tc -t- ct, Z  —> bb, t  — cry and the p parameter. In Ref. 
[45], the effects on r  —» p 7 , t  —>■ e7  and p  —\ e7 , o ther lepton-flavor violating decays 
of the r  and p, and a num ber of rare B-decays were determ ined. In all of these papers, 
the results were given as upper bounds on the neutral flavor-changing scalar couplings. 
In most of these calculations, the results were given in term s of the product of various 
Yukawa couplings. For example, the bound from r~  —* p ~ p +p~ is dependent on 
where hij is the coupling of the scalar to fermions i and j .
Here we point out [46] th a t a bound on leptonic flavor changing couplings can be 
obtained from the anomalous magnetic moment of the muon (AMMM). This bound has 
several advantages over previous bounds: it depends only on a single Yukawa coupling, 
rather than a product; i t  is stronger than previous bounds, using reasonable assumptions 
about the ratio of couplings; it could be improved significantly in the near future a t the 
upcoming experiment E821 [47] at Brookhaven National Lab. By the time this disertation 
is finished, they have published their new result [48], its implications is also discussed in 
the following.
For a  spin-1 particle f , the form-factor decomposition of the  matrix element of the
20
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electromagnetic current j^  is
= u ( p ' ) r fl(q)u(p), (30)
where
r M  =  Fi(q2)jfj, + F2(q2) ia^  +  FA(q2) ( ^ q 2 -  2mqfjL) j 5 +  F3(g2) ^ ^ — , (31)
with q = p '  —p, and m  denotes the mass of f.
The anomalous magnetic moment of f  is then given by
ar =  ( L J ^ ) [ =  -Fi(0). (32)
As shown in the above references, one can choose a basis for the two Higgs doublets 
such tha t only one doublet, H,  obtains a vacuum expectation value. T hat doublet 
will then have flavor-diagonal couplings, while the couplings of the other, 0 , will be 
unconstrained. The relevant terms in the Lagrangian contributing to the AMMM is
m eeLeR(\ /2H /v)  +  m pJZLfiR( \ /2H /v)  + m Tr Lr R(V2H/v)  +  hijlicljRO + H.c. (33)
The field is composed of a scalar 4>s and a pseudoscalar (fip. Since one expects [35] the 
heavier generations to have larger flavor-changing couplings, we will look a t the bound 
on the hfif arising from the AMMM.
The diagram is given in Fig. 5. The diagrams in which the photon couples to the 
external lines do not give a contribution to the magnetic moment of the muon. The 
calculation is straightforward, and we find that the contribution to ap =  is given by
h2 r i z2( l - z ) ± z 2^a„ =  _ f 1 -------- --------- Z1 ---- ------------   dZi (34 )
1^ '°  z ( z  -  1) +  z g -  +  (1 -  2 0
where m# is the mass of the scalar or pseudoscalar, and the 4-(—) sign is chosen for the
scalar (pseudoscalar). In the expected limit m p «  m T «  m the integral becomes
m„mT (  m* 3 \  , .
lo s - i -  +  o > (3 5 )m <t> V m <t> ^ /
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Figure 5: Contribution to the anomalous magnetic m om ent of the muon from the ex­
change of flavor-changing scalars. The scalar can be either a scalar or a pseudoscalar.
It is noted that ap is proportional to the product of the m asses of fermions involved.
The resulting contribution is given in Fig. 6 . The scalar and pseudoscalar have 
contributions which are almost identical (within a few percerrt), bu t of opposite sign; the 
scalar contribution is shown. Since there is no reason th a t th e  masses should be similar, 
and since the result is so sharply dependent on the mass, we expect the lighter of the 
two to make the dominant contribution.
Consider the case in which the lighter scalar is 80 GeV (current LEP bounds apply to 
a standard model Higgs, and are generally weaker for two doublet models). We see that 
this gives a value of which is 1.14 x 10~6h^r . The current value of is in agreement 
with expectations, and the uncertainty [44] is 7.4 x 10-9 . T hus, the contribution of the 
flavor-changing coupling must be less than this uncertainty, ox h^T m ust be less than 0 .11. 
More importantly, the experimental uncertainty in the anom alous m agnetic moment will 
shortly decrease by up to a factor of 20, so that a bound on of 0.027 can be obtained.
How does this bound compare with other bounds? As noted above, all other bounds 
depend on the product of h times other unknown Yukawa couplings. Thus, the bound 
is unique. However, one can make reasonable assumptions abou t these other couplings. 
For example, in Ref. [45], it was argued tha t grand unified theories will give a relationship
22
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Figure 6 : The contribution of the diagram of Fig. 5 to the anomalous magnetic moment 
of the muon. The contribution of the scalar is shown; that of the pseudoscalar is within 
a few percent of that of the scalar, but of opposite sign.
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between h^s and h ^ ;  from this, they looked a t  the process B  —> Kprr to get the bound 
<  0.024. Unfortunately, there are no experimental limits listed for B  —> Kfir \  their 
bound was obtained by noting that 17% of r ’s decay into /z’s, and using the bound on 
B  n +fj,~X. Since the experimental cuts would be quite different, this result is very 
uncertain, and thus the bound on h^T could be considerably higher (and also requires the 
assum ption of grand unification). In addition, one can assume th a t the ratio of hTT to 
hUT is , / ^ S  in which case the bound on hUT from r  —)■ Zfi gives 0.2, which is also much 
weaker. It was argued by Cheng and Sher [35] th a t the most natural value for h^T is the 
geometric mean of the Yukawa couplings of the muon and tau, or 0.0025. Our bound 
is still above th a t value. However, the symmetry arguments in th a t work apply only to 
the ratio  of the couplings, not their overall scale, and thus higher couplings are certainly 
possible.
It should be pointed out that a similar diagram  could bound the  flavor-changing 
coupling, but much stronger bounds on tha t can be obtained from bounds on radiative 
muon decays such as fj. —>■ e j  and n —> 3 e.
In the absence of any solid theoretical understandings of Yukawa couplings, one must 
rely on experiments to put bounds on such couplings. In the simplest extension of the 
standard  model, a flavor-changing coupling of the // and r  to a neutral scalar can, in 
general, exist. In the above, we have shown th a t the strongest bound on such a coupling 
(independent of assumptions about other couplings) arises from the  contribution to the 
AMMM.
As for the recent report from Muon g-2 Collaboration [48], a precise measurement of
for the positive muon had been made. T he difference between the  weighted mean of 
experim ental results, a ^ e x p ) =  11 659 203(15) x 10- l ° (1.3 ppm ), and the theoretical
24
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value from the standard model is
^ ( e x p )  — ^ (S M ) =  43(16) x 10 10 (36)
The difference is 2.6  times the stated error and may be due to new physics beyond the 
SM.
Were it due to the contribution from the scalar in the model, choosing the mass of the 
lighter scalar as 115 GeV, this gives a value of which is 6.13 x 10~rh^T. So h^T would 
be 0.08 ±  0.05, which is consistent with the result discussed above.
2.3.2 Bound on Higgs boson masses
Given how stringently the Higgs mass in the SM is constrained, one might ask how 
stringently the masses of the scalars in the 2HDM are constrained. There are many 
more self-couplings (which could potentially diverge by the unification scale) and more 
directions in the field space where an instability could arise. In this section, we examine 
these constraints in the 2HDM [49]. Similar constraints have been examined before 
[28, 34], but the top quark mass was unknown at the time (and only values up to about 
130 GeV for the top quark mass were considered).
The most general potential subject to one of the discrete symmetries, for two doublets 
of hypercharge -1-1 (if one of the doublets has hypercharge -1  our arguments will be 
unaffected), is
V  =  +  ^ lO ^ i^ l )2 +  A2($ 2 ^ 2)2
+  A3( $ ^ i ) ( ^ 2) +  A4($+<£2)2 +  ^A5[(<^<£2)2 +  (< ^ $ i)2] (37)
where the vacuum expectation values of <f>i and $ 2 can be written as
(38)
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w ith v2 -f- =  y/2Gp =  (247 GeV)2. The masses of the physical scalars are given by
m 2± =  " ( A 4 4- A5)(n2 4- uf), m 20 =  -As(t;? 4- t/f), (39)
m% =  | ( A  +  B +  v/ ( A - £ ! ) 2 + 4 C 2 ) ,  m= =  ^{A-\-B—-J{A — B)2 +  4C2), (40)
where A =  2Axu2, S  =  2A2n2 and <7 =  (A3 4- A4 4- X5)viv2-
I t is required tha t all scalar boson masses-squared must be positive. This implies that
(i) A5 <  0
(i i) A4 4- A5 <  0
(iii) Xi >  0 (41)
(iv) A2 >  0
(v ) 2 \/A l A2 >  A3 4- A4 4- A5
In  the SM the positivity of the scalar boson masses-squared implies that A > 0. To 
ensure vacuum  stability for all scales up to M x , one must have A(g2) >  0 for all q2 from 
M g  to M x -  Similarly, to ensure vacuum stability in the 2HDM up to M \ ,  one must 
require th a t  all of the five constraints be valid up to M \ .  If the condition Xi or A2 > 0 
is violated, the potential will be unstable in the 4> 1 or <p2 direction. If the condition (u) 
is violated, the potential will be unstable in some direction in the <p 1 — <p2 plane. If the 
condition A4 4- A5 <  0 is violated, the  mass of the charged Higgs bosons will be negative. 
If A5 become positive, a new m inim um  which violates CP will be formed. Thus it is 
required th a t  all of the constraints should be valid up to M x - At the  same time it is 
physically reasonable to demand th a t  all A’s be finite (or perturbative) up to Mx-
Starting  with Ai, A2, A3, A4, A5 and  tan/? at the electroweak scale, the  renormalization 
group equations are integrated numerically to check whether one of the five constraints is 
violated or whether any of the couplings becomes nonperturbative before reaching Mx-  
The results give an allowed region in the six-dimensional param eter space. To explore 
this region, we choose the six param eters to be the four physical scalar masses, tan /? and 
A3. For a poin t in this parameter-space to be acceptable, all of the above constraints, as
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well as perturbativity, must be satisfied a t all scales up to M x-  In practice, since A3 is 
unmeasureable, we consider the other five parameters as starting  points, and see if any 
initial values of A3 give acceptable values. In this way, we determ ine if a given point in 
the five-dimensional space of the scalar masses and tan  /? is acceptable.
It is, of course, difficult to plot a region in five-dimensional space. However, the basic 
features can easily be seen with a few examples. Let us first consider the case in which 
m x± =  =  100 GeV. We choose ta n  /? =  2, and plot the allowed region in the neutral
scalar mass plane. The region is shown in Fig. 7. For m v between 40 and 88 GeV, one 
sees tha t the value of m#  must lie below 180 GeV and above a value which ranges from 
130 GeV to 100 GeV; this bound is very similar to the result in the  SM. However, there 
are no solutions in which m  ^ is greater than  88 GeV or below 40 GeV. Below the region, 
Ai becomes negative, above the region Ai becomes non-perturbative, to the left and to 
the right of the region, the constraint (v ) is violated.
One can now vary some of the three input parameters to see how this region changes. 
As the charged Higgs mass increases, the region shrinks dramatically, disappearing when 
it reaches 140 GeV, as shown in Fig. 8 . As tan/? increases, the region shifts to smaller 
values of m v, as shown in Fig. 9. This is not surprising since m v becomes small as 
tan/? —> oo. As tan/? decreases, the size of the allowed region shrinks, since the top 
quark Yukawa coupling is getting larger, leading to an instability. Finally, varying m xo 
gives the result in Fig. 10. As in the charged Higgs case, the allowed region disappears 
when the pseudoscalar mass exceeds 140 GeV.
The most im portant result is seen from Fig. 8 , where this is a stringent upper bound 
on the charged Higgs mass. By optimizing tan/? and m xo, we find th a t the maximum 
allowed value for the charged Higgs mass is 150 GeV .
W hat are the experimental constraints? As discussed in Ref. [50], there are very few 
constraints on the neutral scalar masses. If one takes the x°  mass to be 100 GeV, the
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Figure 7: The allowed region in the neutral scalar mass plane, with m x± = m x» 
GeV and tan  /? =  2
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Figure 8 : The allowed region in the neutral scalar mass plane for various values of the 
charged Higgs mass (in GeV), with the x° mass chosen to be 100 GeV and ta n (5 =  2
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Figure 9: The allowed region in the neutral scalar mass plane for various values of tan/?, 
with the x°  arL(i  X± masses chosen to be 100 GeV
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Figure 10: The allowed region in the neutral scalar mass plane for various values of the 
pseudoscalar Higgs mass (in GeV), with the x ± mass chosen to be 100 GeV and tan/5 =  2
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only constraints come from the Bjorken process, e+e~ —>• Z*  —> Zrj, and the rate can 
be significantly reduced by judicious choice of the mixing angle. So no bounds on m v 
are relevant. There is, however, a strong bound [50, 51] on m * coming from B  —> X sj ,  
where X s is a hadronic recoil system containing an s quark. In  Model II, this process 
forces the charged Higgs mass to be greater than 165 GeV. T h is is inconsistent with our 
upper bound. Model I, however, has no such constraint, a n d  the charged Higgs mass 
could be as light as 45 GeV.
We conclude that the popular two-Higgs doublet model, Model II, can not be valid 
up to the unification scale. Model I is not excluded, however we do find tha t the charged 
Higgs mass must be lighter than  150 GeV, the lightest neu tra l scalar must be lighter 
than 110 GeV and the pseudoscalar must be lighter than 140 GeV for the model to be 
valid up to the unification scale.
As mentioned before, LEP has found possible signals of th e  SM Higgs boson, and put 
a lower constraint of about 114 GeV on the mass of the SM Higgs boson. But the analysis 
is model-dependent. The constraint does not apply here because the ZZH coupling is 
different in the 2HDM from th a t in the SM, so the constraint should be weaker.
2 .4  H iggs bosons in  S U { 2 ) l x  U { l ) y  x  S U ( 2 ) r  x  U ( 1 ) y '  m odel
with SU{2 )i acting in the horizational direction and S U (2 ) i  acting in the vertical di­
rection. The quantum numbers of hypercharges are assigned as: Y ( H 2) = 1 ,Y(1-L) =
- 1  , Y ( N )  =  Y{N') =  0, and Y '(H 2) =  4 /3 ,Y ' (H )  =  1 /3 , Y ' { N )  = Y '(N ')  = -5 /3 . The
doublets N  and N'  are also neutral. Note that two neu tral doublets are needed. The
We now consider the Higgs multiplets for the model as below
reason can be seen in the lim it where the model is broken down to the SM at a scale much
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greater than  the electroweak scale. A single N doublet can only break SU(2)r x  U ( l ) y  
down to U (l), leaving an extra  unbroken U (l) factor.
There are a  large number of Higgs bosons in the model: 6 scalar, 3 pseudoscalar and 
4 charged Higgs bosons. In general, the scalar potential will have too many param eters 
to make any meaningful statem ent about masses of Higgs bosons. However, in the 
supersymmetric version of the model, the scalar potential is highly constrained.
The most general potential satisfying the gauge invariance can be written as
W  = \ H 2U N  + X'H2HN'  (42)
Here by H2H N , we mean th a t £ljH 2lH aj£ap , i, j axe S U (2 )l indices and a, (3 are 
SU(2)i  indices.
The scalar potential is given by
V = VF + VD + Vsoft (43)
where
VF =  £  | d W / d f r f  (44)
i
is the F-term, and the sum runs over all complex scalar (pi's appearing in the theory, and
VD =  i / 2 £ | O f t A t l ’“‘M  +  S .I2 ( « )
a i
is the D-term, where T a represent generators of the corresponding gauge groups and ga 
are coupling constants. The £ terms only exist if a labels a  U (l) generator, and  in our 
consideration they are set to zero as they will no t arise if the theory is embedded in a 
grand unified or string theory. Here
V50ft =  m ^ T r i U ^ n )  +  m \ 2H \H 2 +  rn^N^N  +  m ^ N ^ N '
- \ A { H 2U N  +  h.c.) -  X 'A \H 2U N '  +  /i.e.) -  m l(N * N '  +  h.c.) (46)
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are soft supersymmetry breaking terms. The soft supersymmetry breaking parameters 
will be considered as completely arbitrary, therefore we only study the tree-level poten-
supersymmetry breaking term s. The exception is due to the top quark contribution, 
proportional to m ^ ,  which will increase some mass limits by up to 20 GeV.
The computation of the Higgs boson mass matrices is most easily done in a real basis 
where
All of vacuum expectation values are chosen to be real. It appears thatthere are seven 
vacuum expectation values in the model, but one of them can be set to zero by performing 
an SU{2)[  rotation. So there are only six physically relevant vacuum expectation values. 
The scalar potential can be written in the component fields as
V p  =  |0 g (A r i2  +  X ' ti2 ) +  0 i o ( A m 2  +  A* 772,2 ) — 0 i ( A n i  4 -  A 'n ^ )  — ^ ( A w i i  +  A/772.,1) | 2 
—bI *^2(A7Zx +  X'n'i) — 01 (Am! +  A/m,1) +  0g(Am.2 +  X'Tn2) — 0io(An.2 d* A n ,^)!2 
d“|0n(A72.2 d- X'n2) d- 0i2(Am2 d- A m 2) — 03(Atii 4- A 04(Ami -I- A vx-^ )| 
4-|0n(Am2 d- X'm '2 ) — 0i2(An2 -I- X'n'2) — 0 3(Ami d- X 'm \) d- 04(Ari! d- A'tIj)!2
tial. The radiative corrections to the potential will not significantly affect the results 
because the primary effects of the radiative corrections are to change the effective soft
(47)
The multiplets can get vacuum expectation values in the following way,
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-+-1<^7 (A7lx -j- AVl^) — 0g(A77li +  A,77l|)|^ 4" \(f>j{XTTl\ 4* X'TTl'i) 4~ 0g(Arii -f- A,72^)|2
+ |07(An2 4~ X'n^) — <f>s{Xm2  4" A,77l2) | 2 +  |07(At712 +  X'm'i) +  4>s(\t12 4- A'tIj) !2
4-I0s(A71i -f- A'n'J — 0 6 (A77i i  4- A7?^^) |2 4- [<^ 5(A77T-1 4- X'my) 4- 06(Arii +  A'n'jJI2
+ |05(A n 2 4- X'n'2) — c()Q^ Xm2  4- X'm2 ) \ 2  -t- |0 s(A77Z2 4- X'm^) 4- <fis(Xn2  4- A^n^ )!2
+ (A 2 4- A'2) ( (0 7 0 h  +  08012 4- 0509 4- 060K} )2 4- (08011 — 07012 — 05010 4* 0609)2) 
+ (A 2 4- A'2) ((0105 4* 0206 4- 0307 +  $408 ) 2 +  (0205 ~  0106 ~  0308 +  0407)2)- (48)
There are four parts in VD corresponding to the subgroups respectively.
For SU(2)l :
£ 9 l {  (01 4- 02 4- 0 |  4- 0 2)2 4- ( 0 |  +  06 4- 07 4- 0g)2 4- (0g 4- 0 2o +  0U  +  012)2
+4[(0305 ~  0406 — 0107 +  0208)2 +  (0306 +  0405 — 0108 — 0207)2]
4 - 4 [ ( 0 5 0 n  — 0 6 0 1 2  — 0 7 0 9  +  0 8 0 io ) 2 +  (07010 4- 0 8 0 9  — 0 5 0 l 2  — 06 0 1 1  ) 2] 
4 - 4 [ ( 0 3 0 n  4- 04 0 1 2  4- 0 1 0 9  4- 0 2 0 io ) 2 +  (04011 — 03012  ~  01010  +  0 2 0 9 ) 2] 
- 2 ( 0 2 +  0 2 4- 0 2 4- 0 2) 2 (0 §  +  0 2 +  0 2 4- 0 2) 2
- 2 ( 0 2 +  0 2 4- 0 2 +  0 2) 2 ( 0 i  +  0 io  +  0 i i  +  0 ? 2) 2
~ 2 (0 5  +  0 6  +  0 2 4- 0 | ) 2 (0 g  +  010 +  011 +  012)2} i ( ^ )
For SU(2)r.
yK (0 1  4- 0 4  +  011 +  0 ? 2) 2 +  (0 ?  +  0 1 +  09  +  0 1 0 )2
+ (n 2 +  n l + m l  +  m 2 ) 2  4- (n [ 2 4- n '2 2  +  m! 2  4 - rn'2 2 ) 2
+4[(0103 +  0204 +  09011 +  01O012)2 +  (0203 — 0104 +  010011 ~  09012)2] 
+4[(037l2 — 047712 +  4>lln l ~~ 01277i l ) 2 +  (03m 2 +  04n2 4~ 01l77li 4* 012TU )2] 
+ 4[(03n 2 — 04m 2 +  0H n l — 012r7^ l)2 +  (03m 2 +  04n2 +  011m  1 +  0 l2T2a)2] 
+4[(0i7l2 — <t*2 m 2  +  09tM — 0 10m l ) 2 4- (017712 4* 02^2 4* 0g771i +  0io7ll)2]
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4"4[(0i7l2 — 02***2 +  09n l ~  <t>lOrn'l)2 +  (01*7*2 ■+■ 02**2 +  09 m  I +  01O**i)2] 
+ 4 [ ( n 2 r i2  4- m 2m2 4- n ^ i  4- m im i)2 4- ^  -  m 2n 2 4- **1*7*1 -  7 7 7 i* * i)2 ] 
-2(4% + <{>l 4- 4- 0?2)(0? 4- 0 l  4- 4% 4- 4>lo)
—2(< |^ 4 - ^ 4 -  0?L 4- 0?2)(n? 4- n \  4- m \ 4- m2)
-2(4% 4- 02 4- 0 n  4- 0?2)(n,12 4- n ' 2 4- m '% 4- m ' 2)
-2(4%  4- 4% 4- 4% 4- 0io)(**? +  n \  4- *n2 4- *n|)
—2(02 4- 02 4- 09 4- 01o ) K 2 4- n'2 4- m'i2 4- ***22)
—2(n2 4- **f 4- m 2 4- m2)(*ii2 4- **'22 4- m7,2 4- 77*22)}, (50)
For I7(l)y :
10? 4- 4% 4- 0 l 4- 0 2 4- 0g 4- 0?o 4- 0?L 4- 0?2 -  4% -  4% ~  ~  0 l |2> (51)O
For U(V)y ''
J^gY21 01 4- 0 | 4- 0 i 4- 04 4- 09 4- 010 4- 011 4- 012 4- 4(0? 4- 06 4- 07 4- 0 |)
—5 (n\  4- **| 4- m2 4- 4- **i2 4- n^2 4- m[2 4- ***22) |2, (52)
Vsoft =  ™%i(4>\ 4- 02 +  03 4- 04 +  09 4- 010 4* 4>\l +  012) 4* ***h2 (05 4- 06 +  0 f +  08) 
+771^ 7(n2 4- n \ 4- m 2 4- m |) 4- m Nr(n'% + n ' 2 4- ***i2 4- m ! 2)
+2AA(0205*7*l — 0106*711 4- 0105**1 4- 0206ni)
4-2A A (0609m 2 — 05010*772 — 0509*72 ~  06010*72)
4~2AA(0307*7l 4“ 0408*71 +  0407*7*1 — 0308*7*1)
4~2AA (0g0l 1*7*2 ~  07012***2 ~  07011 **2 ~  08012**2)
+ 2 A'A'(0205*7*1 — 0106*7*1 4- 0105**l +  0206**i)
+2A'A'(0609*7l2 — 05010*7*2 ~  0509**2 ~  0601O**2)
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+ 2 A'A!{4>3<t>7Tl\ +  (f>4(fisTl'i +  0 4 ^ 7 ^ 1  ~  0 3 0 8 ™ !)
+ 2 A 'A '(0 8 0 1 1 ^ 2  _  0 7 0 1 2 ^ 2  ~  07011712 ~  <£801271?)
—2772?(72172? 4- rriim[ 4- n2/“4  +  m^rri^). (53)
The vacuum minimum conditions are
(A 721 4 -  X 'n '^v i  — (ATii  d-  A;72?)(A722 d -  A 722) 1/3 4 -  (A2 4~ A ')v\v2 d~ —<?2 (77? d-  7/3 772) 1/1
d -^ £ ? { 7 7 i(7 /?  d- vi)  +  2 (t/i7 1 2 d - v z n i ) n 2 d - 2 { v i n ' 2 4- 1/3721)722  — v i ( n \  4- 72?  4- 72? 2 4- 72?2 }
d " 7 ^ r ( u i +  vl ~  v Z)v i d- t^ 9 y ' { v  1 d -  77?  4 - 4t/? -  572? -  5 t2?  -  5 n ? 2 -  n'22)vi  
4 ob
4-772^1/1 4 - A A t/2  721 4 -  A 'A '772 72? =  0 ,  (54 )
(A 721 4~ A;72?)2772 4" (A 722 4- A 'tl2)*'V2 d-  (A 2 4~ A )v2(v2 d-  1/3 )
- ^ E ( u l d - 7/3 -  77?)t72  -  J 9 y ( v f  +  77? ~  v \ ) v 2
+t;9y'{77? d- 1/? 4 -  4 iz?  — 572? — 572? — 5 t 2? 2 — n'2 )v2 
y
d-77lH2 772  4 - A A ( l / i7 2 i  — 773722 ) 4~ A 'A '(77 i72? -  77372?) =  0, ( 5 5 )
(A722 4 -  A, 72?)2773 — (A 721 4- A ,72?)(A722 4“ X rn 2 ) v i  4 - (A 2 4~ A ) i / 3 i/?  4 - ^ ^ £ (7 7 ?  4~ i/3 1/2)773
d - i^ ? { 7 7 3 (l7? 4 - I /2 ) 4~ 2(7/i722 4 - 77372i)72i 4" 2(t7i72? +  773 72?)72? — 773 (?2? +  72? 4" 72? 2 4“ 72?2 }
+ —g y { v \  4 - 77? — 1/ | ) l /3 4- —z 9 Y ' ( v l  d -  77? 4 - 477? — 572? — 572? — 572x — 72? ) l /3 
4 ob
d- 722?^I /3 4“ A A l/2722 4~ A/A /77272? =  0, ( 5 6 )
Al/3[(A722 4“ X ' n 2 ) V 3  — (A72i 4" A'72?)l/i] 4- Al/?(At22 4* A'72?) 
d-^?{722 (72? 4- 72?) 4- 2(77i722 4" 77372i)t7i 4- 2(n272? 4" 72i72?)72? — 722(t7? 4* V$ + 72? 2 4" 72?2}
~  d- 77?  4- 4 i / |  — 572? — 572? — 5 t2 ?2 — n'2 ) n 2
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+ m 2Nn2 4- \A v 2v3 — m 2n2 =  0, (5 7 )
A z;i[(A nl 4- X'n'Jvi — (An2 4- A '7 1 2 )^ 3 ] +  A u |(A rq  4- X'n'x)
+ ^ / ( n i ( n i  +  n l )  +  2 (v in 2 4- t/3 ^ i ) ^ 3  +  2(n 2n2 4- nin'x)n'x — r ii(v \  4- v \  4- rz^2 4- n'2 }
~ ^ 9 y ' { v  1 + v j +  A vl  -  5 n\  -  5nl  -  5n ' 2 -  n ^ J n i .
00
4 - m ^ r i !  4- XAviv2 — m \n \ =  0, (58)
A,U3[(Ati2 4~ Xln'^jVs — {Xti\ 4- X! n'^)v\^ 4- A v2(Xti2 4- A ti^)
+^f f2{n2 ( ^ 1 2 +  n 2 2) +  2{vin2 4- v3n[)vi  4- 2(n2n2 4- niTi[)n2 — n'2{v\ 4- v\  4- n2 4- n2r }
—— gY'{v\  4- v \  4- 4U? — 5 n ^  — on2 — 5 n\  — n'2 )n2 36
4-m^,ri2 — A' A 'v2v 3 — Tn2n 2 =  0, (59)
A T q ^ A x q  4 - X ! — (A t^2 4* A/ 712) ^ 3 ] 4“ A v '2 (^Xt i \ 4 - A r q )
+ ^ 7 / ( n i ( n i 2 ■+■ n 2 2) +  2(v i n2 +  Vzu’^ v z  4- 2(n 2n2 4- n i n [ ) n i  — n [(v 2 4- u f  4- n \  4- n2r }
~ ^ 9 v { v i 4- u f  4- 4 v 2 — 5 n f  — on2 — 5 n [2 — n22)n[36
+mjf,n[ — A' Alv\v2 — m^ni =  0. (60)
The complete potential has nine parameters: A, A', the coefficients of the two trilinear 
terms A and A', the four mass-squared parameters m ^, m 2H2, m 2N and m 2N,, and m\.  
Six of them can be transferred to vacuum expectation values, thus three undetermined
parameters remain, which we take to be A, X' and m 2.
It is straightforward but tedious to work out the mass-squared matrices for various 
Higgs bosons, which are given in the  appendices. The mass-squared matrices for the neu­
tral scalars and pseudoscalars are 7 x 7  matrices. The former must has one zero eigenvalue
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and the latter must has four zero eigenvalues, corresponding to the five Goldstone bosons 
eaten by the five massive neutral vector gauge bosons [the zero eigenvalue of the scalar 
mass-squared m atrix corresponds to the freedom to perform an SU{2){ rotation in order 
to set one of neutral vacuum expectation values to zero]. The mass-squared matrices for 
charged Higgs scalars turn out to be 3 x 3 matrices. The positive states and negative 
states decouple, and they share the same mass squared m atrix. There should have one 
zero eigenvalue for each of them in order to produce masses for the two charged vector 
bosons of 577(2)£. As we must resort to numerical techniques to find the eigenvalues 
of the Higgs bosons, the presence of the required number of zero eigenvalues provides 
an excellent check on our numerical calculation. As another check, we found th a t there 
exists a relationship
7 Y M / =  TrM z 2 +  T r M Ho2 (61)
where M \  is the neutral-vector mass squared matrix, is the neutral-scalar mass 
squared matrix, and M ^ 0 represents the pseudoscalar mass-squared matrix. This is a 
very general relation. It holds in any supersymmetric model based on an extended gauge 
group in which there are no gauge-singlet fields. Interestingly, in this model, the trace of 
the neutral-vector mass-squared m atrix must include the W[ fields, which are the neutral 
nondiagonal bosons of the SU(2)j  group.
We choose A and A' to be up to 1 and m3 to be up to 1000 GeV. If the value of 
A or A' is too large, it will blow up a t the unification scale. We don’t consider the 
radiative corrections in our numerical analysis. For every set of values A, A' and m§, 
we search numerically for the minimum of the scalar potential. Adjusting the various 
vacuum expectation values until the eigenvalues of the Higgs-boson mass matrices are 
positive or zero, we read off the value of the smallest nonzero eigenvalue of the  neutral 
scalar mass-squared matrix. Then we vary the values of A, A' and m\  to find the largest
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possible value of this smallest nonzero eigenvalue. We find that its value is about 150 
GeV, It therefore means that in this model there must have a Higgs scalar lighter than 
150 GeV.
The current limits on the SM Higgs boson and Higgs bosons in the general two-Higgs 
doublet models have been discussed in the previous sections. The minimal supersymmet- 
ric Standard Model (MSSM) is an example of a 2HDM. Higgs bosons in the MSSM have 
' also been discussed widely in the literature. The current 95% CL bounds are m ho > 84.3 
GeV and m Ao >  84.5 GeV [31], which is below the bound we get here.
In conclusion we found an upper mass bound of about 150 GeV for the lightest neutral 
scalar Higgs boson in the SU(2)l  x  SU (2)r x 1/(1) y  x U ( 1 ) y ’ model, which is based on 
the E 6 grand unification theory. It is found th a t our upper mass bound is greater than 
all experimental results available now. Therefore it is too early to make a  final judgment 
about the model a t this point.
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Chapter 3 Gauge boson sector
3.1 In tro d u ctio n
A gauge field theory based on a local symmetry G is a  field theory with the symmetry 
currents coupled minimally to the vector-boson fields (called gauge bosons). The space 
integrals of the time components of the symmetry currents define formally the genera­
tors of the gauge group G. The number of gauge bosons is equal to the number of the 
generators of the gauge group G. The self-interactions of gauge bosons and their cou­
plings to m atter are completely determined by the gauge symmetry. Gauge symmetry 
also forbids the presence of mass terms for gauge bosons in the Lagrangian. Fortunately, 
gauge bosons can gain masses through spontaneous symmetry breaking, which doesn’t 
break the gauge invariance of the Lagrangian. But mixings among gauge bosons gener­
ally appear when they form the physical massive states in extensions of the SM, even in 
the SM. These mixings can be constrained by experiments.
In many extensions of the SM, such as grand unification theories and left-right sym­
metric models, there are additional gauge bosons. Mixings between the W  or Z boson 
and these additional gauge bosons naturally appear in these extensions. Generally the 
masses of extra gauge bosons remain unpredicted and may or may not be of the order of 
the electroweak scale. The closeness of the observed W and Z boson properties with the 
predictions of the SM does not yield any direct information about the masses of extra 
gauge bosons, bu t seems to imply th a t the mixings of W or Z with extra gauge bosons 
should be very small.
An old direct search1 for new neutral gauge bosons were performed by UA1 and UA2 
[54, 55]. Analysis from Barger et al. [56] and Ellis et al. [57] gave then lower mass
1 Direct searches have also been done for light neutral gauge bosons, but it will not be discussed here.
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limit on the new neutral gauge boson to be in the range of 100-200 GeV. It should be 
pointed out tha t the bounds were very model dependent. In Ref. [58], a direct search for 
extra gauge bosons was reported and lower mass limits of approxim ately 500 ~  700 GeV 
were set, depending on the Z'  couplings. The discovery potential and diagnostic abilities 
of proposed future colliders for new neutral or charged gauge bosons were summarized 
in Ref. [59]. Even though there is as yet no direct experimental evidence of extra 
gauge bosons, stringent indirect constraints can be put on the mixings and the masses of 
extra gauge bosons by electroweak precision data. In Ref. [60-63], suclh constraints were 
derived in the SU(2)l x U ( 1 ) y x U ( 1 ) y ' model. The lower mass limits a re  generally several 
hundreds of GeV and are competitive with experimental bounds from direct searches. A 
good summary of Z'  searches can be found in Ref. [64] and references therein.
Compared with the SU(2) l  x  U ( l )y  x U(1)y' model, there are several extra neutral 
gauge bosons in our model. Generally they will mix with each other and also with the 
ordinary Z boson. Electroweak experiments for Z-pole measurements, m w  measurement 
and low-energy neutral current (LENC) experiments are used to put imdirect constraints 
on the masses of the extra neutral gauge bosons and the mixings. W e also consider the 
possible constraint arising from a proposed measurement at Jefferson ILab of the proton’s 
weak charge. In the following, it is assumed that none of all the superpartners of the 
SM particles and the exotic particles affect the radiative corrections to the electroweak 
observables significantly, i.e., they are supposed to be heavy enough, to decouple from 
the weak boson mass scale.
In this chapter, after a brief review of the gauge boson sector of the: SM, we will study 
a special feature of the SU{2)L x  U( l )y  x SU(2)r x  U(1)Y> model: the neutral gauge 
boson W i . Its production and effects in various processes will be reviewed, with special 
attention being paid to its contribution to (g — 2)^. Then the full mass-squared m atrix of 
neutral gauge bosons and mixings will be discussed. The phenomenology of the mixings
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will also be explored. Both the effects of the mixings and the direct contributions due 
to  exchanges of extra neutral gauge bosons are included. Constraints on the masses and 
mixings will be found.
3.2  G au ge  bosons in  th e  SM
We have introduced gauge bosons and spontaneous sym m etry breaking in the SM in 
the first and second Chapter. The relevant terms to give masses to gauge bosons are
\  ( 0 v ) +  i gyB^j ( ac. w y  +  \ g YB„) (  ° )  , (62)
It is easy to find the three massive vector bosons noted as below
W ±  =  ^ w l = F i w 2 ^
Z  =  —j = L = = ( g LW 3 -  gYB), m z  =  \Jg\ + 9y ^-  (63)
\J9l + 9 y  1
The fourth vector field, identified as the photon, which is orthogonal to Z, remains
massless,
A =  - . - ! == (gYW 3 + gLB )  (64)
\J9l + 9y
If we define the weak mixing angle as
cos 6W = i -L — , sin 6w = —j=J====, (65)
\J9l + 9 y  y / g i + g y
We can write the mixing in an elegant form
Z  \  _  (  cos Qw — sin Qw \  (  W3 
A  } ~  I sinQ w  cos Qw / I B (66)
Here we see th a t there is mixing among gauge bosons even in the SM. The best fit value 
of the electroweak mixing angle is sin2 Qw =  0.23117 ±  0.00016 [31].
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wFigure 11: Parton-level process responsible for pp —> W[ + h + X
w
<
/
/ - >
\ ■>
w.
\  Wj
Figure 12: Feynman diagram responsible for e+e_ —> W fW j
3.3  W j  b o so n
3.3.1 Production of W[ boson
Theoretical studies of production of neutral W ’s in hadron-hadron, positron-electron, 
electron-proton colliders were carried out in Ref. [25, 26], later Ref. [65] also considered 
the production of W[  a t LHC and SSC.
At a hadron collider, single W[ production can proceed via associated production 
g + d —> h + W i  (see Fig. 11).
At an e+e-  collider, pair production of W[ can occur via s-channel Z[ exchange as 
well as t-channel E-lepton exchange (see Fig. 12). Single production can also proceed 
through e+e“ —»• W j E ~ e +(W rE +e~) (see Fig. 13).
In ep collisions, W j  exchange in the t-channel can produce exotic fermions via the 
sub-process ed —► E h  with a very clean signature (see Fig. 14), but the cross section for 
such a process is not large because the two exotic particles are heavy.
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Figure 13: Diagrams for the process 7 e —>• W[E
Figure 14: Diagrams for the process ed —> Eh
3.3.2 Effect of Wi
W[ can participate in the production of exotic particles (t-channel pair production of 
heavy charged leptons will be discussed in the next chapter) and rare processes, especially 
flavor-changing neutral currents, for instance, K° — ~K° mixing and n —> e*y (see Fig. 15, 
16 and 17). Mixings between generations are usually needed in these cases. This was 
considered in Ref. [66].
Because of the high precision of the measurement of the AMMM, it has played a great 
role in precision tests of the SM and probing new physics such as supersymmetry and 
lepton substructure. Here we will consider the contribution of Wj  to the AMMM and a 
bound on the mass of W j  bosons will be obtained.
The relevant terms in the Lagrangian are
C =  eJZ'yfifj.An -I- e M j ^ M A n  +  ^ /Z y ^ l  — 75)M W [il +  H.c. (67)
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w ,
Figure 15: Tree-level flavor-changing neutral current processes present if all six quarks 
d, s, b and /ii(i=l,2,3) mix with each, other
h .  s  
1
W W
h .
h i
s
W
h i
Figure 16: Box diagram s contributing to ds —> sd  mixing
E.M.T
Figure 17: Loop diagrams involving exotic fermions and W /  contributing to fi —>• e'y
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Figure 18: Contribution to the anomalous magnetic moment of the muon from the ex­
change of W[
l.50e-09
5.00e-10 f
1.00e-09
0.00e+00
200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 1000
m_WI (GeV)
Figure 19: The contribution of the diagram of Fig. 18 to the anomalous magnetic moment 
of the muon, assuming that tum =  100 GeV (solid line) and 200 GeV (dotted line)
The Feynman diagram is given in Fig. 18. The calculation is straightforward, and we
where mw,  and tum are the masses of the W j  boson and the M-Iepton, the second 
generation exotic lepton corresponding to the muon. The result is given in Fig. 19.
Consider the case in which the mass of the exotic heavy lepton tum =  200 GeV and 
rriW[ =  650 GeV. We see th a t this gives a value of which is 1.7 x  10~l0gj- If we take 
gi =  gL, it is about 0.7 x 10~10. This is much less than the current experimental limit
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find th a t the contribution to a^ is given by
(68)
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from the AMMM.
In the absence of any solid theoretical understandings of masses of exotic fermion 
and extra neutral gauge bosons, one must rely on experiments to provide bounds on 
such parameters. It is found th a t the constraint from AMMM is very weak. Stronger 
constraints can be obtained by electroweak precision data in the following.
3 .4  E x tra  neutral g a u g e  b oson s a n d  m ixings
The first part of the Lagrangian concerns itself with the gauge fields. It contains the 
kinetic and self-interaction terms for the vector fields
Cg.u ,' = - \ -  i
where
w f r  =  -  dvW ?  -  9 L f lbcW ^ bW uLc
with [T£,Ti] =  ieabcT£, T£ =  where oa are Pauli matrices and /£ 6c =  s abc.
W £  = -  duW l* -  g i f ? cW l bW lS
with [Tf, T b] = ieabcT f , T f  =  where r “ are also Pauli matrices and f f bc — eabc, and
where
Apts —
= d^Bu — duB^.
The relevant part of the Lagrangian which gives masses for gauge bosons after the 
spontaneous symmetry breaking is
+
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It is easy to find that there are mixings among various gauge fields in order to get physical 
mass eigenstates. Before we discuss the gauge boson mixings in our specific model in 
detail, we will first discuss the mixings among gauge bosons in the general case.
In Ref. [67], bounds on mixings between light and heavy gauge bosons were considered. 
For simplicity, first consider the case of two gauge bosons Z  and Z ' . Assume that in the
absence of the mixing the masses would be m z  and m'z  > m z  respectively. Including
mixing, the Hermitian mass-squared matrix becomes
* =  /  m l  m |2, 'j (7Q)
where m |2' is an arbitrary mixing term, which can be chosen to be real for neutral gauge 
bosons. It is well-known th a t the physical states are
Zi  =  Z  cos 9 -f- Z'  sin 9,
Z2 = —Z s in 9  + Z 'cos9  (71)
with physical masses
m 2Zl =  m 2z  cos2 9 +  m \, sin2 9 +  2vr?z z , sin 9 cos 0,
=  m 2z  sin2 9 +  m \, cos2 9 — 2m?z z , sin 9 cos 9 (72)
and the mixing angle 9 is given
tan 29 =  (73)m z, — m z
or written in terms of physical observables m 2Zl and m 2Z2 as
n m \ — m.7 , ._ ii.
tan 9 =  —f ( /4) 
m 2z2 -  m z
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Since ta n 2 6 cannot be negative, the mixing always lowers the mass of the ordinary Z 
boson. The lighter mass state , Z\,  should be identified with the observed Z in experiments 
at LEP or SLC. The observed value is very close to the  value predicted by the SU(2)l  x  
U ( l ) y  model. This means th a t the mixing angle should be very small, or the mass of 
the extra gauge boson should be very large (e.g. M z 2 ~  1 TeV). In Ref. [62, 69] Z-Z'  
mixing was considered with a mixing term in the kinetic terms [70] between the Z'  and 
the hypercharge gauge boson in SU(2)L x 17(1) r  x  1/(1) y' model. The phenomenology 
of gauge kinetic mixing has been reviewed in Ref. [71]. In our model and analysis zero 
kinetic m ixing at the electroweak weak scale will be assumed.
In many extensions of the SM, there are several U (l) factors. Another simple case is 
the mixing between two extra  Z bosons. The Z '-Z"  mixing is generally discussed in the 
basis of U{ 1)^ and U(l)x in E 6 models. The mass eigenstates are defined to be Z'  and 
Z"  given by
Z'{6) =  Zy cos 6 — Z x sin 9,
Z"{6) = Zx cos& + Z ^s in # .  (75)
It is found th a t the Z^, the extra U (l) factor in rank-5 model described in the first part 
of this thesis, is just a special case of Z'(d) with 6 =  sin"1 ^/3/8, and the Zi  is also a 
special case corresponding to 6 =  —sin-1 yj5/8. It is interesting th a t Z n is orthogonal 
to Zj.  I t is generally assumed th a t Z"(Q) is too heavy to mix with the SM Z. Then 
there is only one extra neutral gauge boson in the  model which could have effects on 
the electroweak section. T he models are the  ones most frequently discussed as
being representatives of those which can arise from the E§ models. In Ref. [68] the 
phenomenology of the E q electroweak model w ith two extra Z bosons was discussed.
Mixings of the full three neutral gauge bosons were considered there in several limiting
cases.
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Now consider the case of n charged or neutral gauge bosons B f  (the notation of Ref. 
[67] will be used.), with an n  x  n  Hermitian mass-squared matrix
M 2 =
f m2 &2 b3 •• • bn \
&2
*
\ K y
(76)
where mo is mwQ or m z 0, A l#  is the (n — 1) x (n — 1) mass-squared m atrix for the
n  — 1 heavy bosons, and 6t-, i =  2, - - - , n  are arbitrary mixing parameters. Assume A l#
is diagonal with elements a3 < a3 < - - - < an. The physical states are
Bi =  (77)
7 =  1
where is the i-th normalized eigenvector of A l2 with eigenvalues m2, i =  1, • • •, n. The 
m ajor results of Ref. [67] are
] ^ 4 < ( 4 ^ 4 ) 1/2, (78)|(wi)i|
and
The proof can be found in Ref. [67]. Therefore if the mixings are very small, we can take 
/  2 2 \
f ) 35 the upper bounds of mixing angles between B°  and B°, i  =  2, • - - ,n . We
will use these results in our analysis and calculate the upper bounds of mixings between 
the ordinary Z and extra neutral gauge bosons in the following.
In the SU(2)l x U{1)y  x SU(2)r  x U{1)yi model, the neutral gauge fields include the 
ordinary Z coming from the SU{2)i,  x C/(l)y, W /, W 2 and W / for the SU(2)r  group and 
B for U (l )y ‘ (wre will use linear combinations W f1 =  {W} iW }) / \/2  instead of W / and 
W 2, here ±  is just a convention, as they are neutral). After the spontaneous symmetry 
breaking mechanism described in the previous section, the mass-squared m atrix for the
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neutral gauge bosons generally has the form
=-VTM 2V
2
where V 1" =  (Z , W f,  B ,  W f ,  W f ) .  The m atrix Ad2 is a symmetric 5 x 5  m atrix
(80)
( 77l| 771,2 771,3 771,4 77115 >
771,2 m wf 77123 77124 77125
777,3 77123 77l| 77734 77135
771,4 77124 77734 0 m w f
\ 771,5 77125 77135 m w f 0 )
M  =
The specific expressions for the m atrix elements in our model are
(81)
m z  =  \ { 9 2l +  9 y ){v I +  v% +  v l )  
m i2 =  \ \ / g l  + 9y9i(v  r - v l )
77113 =  J ^ \ j g l  + 9 y 9y ' {~v1 +  4u| — vl)
m ,4 =
m wf —
m 2Z =
™i5 =  ^ 9 1  + 9 y 9 r v  1 V3
1  9  /  9 9 9  9  /  2 / 2\
4 ^ / ( u i 4 - u 3 4 -  7 i, -F 7i2 +  7 i ,  4 - r i2 )
~ 9 i9 y '[~v i 4- u? -  5(ra? -  n2 4- n[2 -  n'2 )\
m 24 =  77125 =  0
777 « =
77I34 —
771^  ±
+  16u| 4- v? +  25(71? 4- n 2 +  ti^ 2 +  n22)]
ob
77135 =  — 1/1^ 3 4- 5(71,712 +  n[n2)\ 
jgl(i)\  + v l  + n l + n l  + n[2 4- n’2 ) (82)
where Vi, v2, v 3, 77, ,  n 2, n[  and ti2 are vacuum expectation values for Higgs fields intro­
duced in our model. It should be pointed out th a t mlv ±  — \ g 2 (v l  +  v2 4- v 2), so the 
relationship m w  =  rnz  cos 0W still holds. It is apparent th a t there are mixings among 
the neutral gauge bosons. Before we go further to diagonalize the m atrix to get the mass
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eigenstates, we will consider a lim iting case in order th a t we have some confidence that 
the mass-squared m atrix makes sense physically.
It is noted that the elements in the first row and column are independent of the 
vacuum expectation values nt- and n'-(i=l,2). Therefore when they are very large, the 
mixing should be small. In this decoupling limit, the only observable neutral gauge boson 
is the ordinary Z and its mass is the exact value measured experimentally. The extra 
neutral gauge bosons are not accessible experimentally a t least in the facilities available 
currently or in the near future. To see how this lim iting case happens, assume that 
rii =  CiM, n'- =  c'M. where q  and are order of 1 and M  represents a large mass scale. 
Thus l / M  is small and it can be treated as a perturbation parameter. We write the 
mass-squared matrix in the form
M 2 - M 2
/ m |/M 2 m'i2 m l3 m '1 4 m l5 \
m[2 m w f m 2Z m 24 m 25
m '2 3 m l m 34 m 35
m '1 4 ™24 m 34 0 m w f
V m 'l5 m 25 ™35 m'2m w f 0
(83)
where the prime on the elements means the factor of M 2 has been pulled out. It can be 
split into two parts
M 2 =  M l  +  M j (84)
where
M  o =  M 2
0 0 0 0 0 \
0 m w f m '2 3 m 24 ^ 25
0 m '2Z m % m 34 ^ 35
0 m 24 m 34 0
0 m 25 m 35 0
(85)
and
M j  =  M2
f m 2z / M 2 m l2 m '1 3 m '1 4 m 'l5 \
m [ 2 0 0 0 0
m 13 0 0 0 0
m 14 0 0 0 0
V m l5 0 0 0 0 7
(86)
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Figure 20: The decoupling lim it of mass-squared m atrix for the neutral gauge bosons, no 
mixing (solid line) and perturbation (dashed line).
We can trea t A4j  as a perturbation around -M^, and the mass of the mass eigenstate, 
Zi,  identified as the ordinary Z should have the form
m Zi
o /  a L 02
(ao+ W  +  " (87)
It is straightforward to find th a t aQ =  0 and oi =  M | =  \ (g2t + g y ) ( v i d-'uf +  i’f), and that 
the second order correction, a2 , will give mixing which is dependent on-M. The result is 
illustrated in Fig. 20. It is found th a t when M  =  5 TeV, the curve becomes almost fiat.
After discussing the limiting case above, now we turn  to diagonalize the mass-squared 
m atrix. I t is reasonably difficult to diagonalize the m atrix analytically. Numerical calcu­
lations are needed to get the eigenstates and corresponding eigenvalues. The matrix A42 
can be split into two parts
<2 _M *  =  M i  + M i
m 'z 00 0 0 0 \ (  ° m 12 m l3 m u 7T115
\
0 m wf m 23 77124 m 25 m l2 0 0 0 0
0 77123 7 7 2 3 4 m 35 + m u 0 0 0 0
0 m 24 77134 0 m w f 77114 0 0 0 0
0 m25 m z 5 m w f 0 ) V m 15 0 0 0 0 )
(88)
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First we can find a 5 x 5 unitary matrix U i to diagonalize A if  as
( ml
m z 2
m z3
m z4
(89)
m i 5
where U i has the form
U1 = 1 0 0 u i (90)
with u i is a 4 x 4 unitary matrix, and the corresponding eigenstates are
( z  \ (  Z  \
Zo w f
Zz = u{ B
Z\ w f
\ z5 J
(91)
We will call this transformation the first transformation for convenience in this paper. It 
gives linear combinations of extra neutral gauge fields. There is no mixing of the ordinary 
Z boson with extra neutral gauge bosons at this stage. The m atrix J^A\ should also be 
transformed correspondingly as
U lM lU , =  AX? =
f o m '12 Tn\z m 14 m lo ^
771i2
m [3 0
m 14V ™15 /
(92)
Then the total mass squared m atrix for the neutral gauge bosons under the new basis 
has the form
M * = M f  + M%
(  m l 77112 m'i3
77i 'i2 m z2
77l'13 m z3
77l'i4
V m l5
77114
771Z 4
77l'15 \
m Z5 /
(93)
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.Ad'2 can be principally diagonalized by another unitary  m atrix U 2 as described a t the 
beginning of this section, then we can get a unitary m atrix  U  =  U 2 x U i which can be 
used to diagonalize the original m atrix  Ad2
f  m
= M "2 =
and the final physical eigenstates are
2
Zi \
m .
_ ,2
TT iZ '
m
V
(94)
m z'5 j
( z \ \ ( z  \
Z' z2
3^ = u | z2z±
U s  ) \  Zs J
(95)
Compared w ith the Cd-transform ation, we will call this transform ation the second trans­
form ation. The mixings of the ordinary Z boson w ith extra neutral gauge bosons occur 
in this transform ation. The elements of U 2 satisfy the constraints given by Eq. (78) and 
Eq. (79) a t the beginning of this section.
The couplings between neutral gauge bosons and fermions, which will give neutral 
current processes, are
£ n C =  -  Y l i d z l a l 11 ( / f L — Q u  sin2  dw )  fa Z u  +  gY-Y'fa / 2 f aY f a B lJ.
f , a
+ g , T i t l aY f aw U ,  (96)
where the first term  in the brackets represents the SM neutral currents, the second 
and th ird  term s represent additional neutral currents introduced by extra neutral gauge 
bosons and gz  =  gLf  cos Qw =  9y /  sin 6W. The symbol f a denotes the  leptons or quarks 
w ith the chirality a  (a  =  L  or R). The quantum  numbers I jL, Q/a , YfQ and T(f  can be 
read from Table 1.3. The flavor-changing neutral currents caused by W f  involve heavy 
fermions and will not be discussed here.
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Considering the first transformation, the interaction Lagrangian changes to 
Cnc =  ~  ( / / t -  Qfa sin2 ew )  f A
f,o
+ g yY }J 2 7 ctr f a
S* 1
+ 9 /T # 7 « i ‘7 « E ( u l )23z j „}. (97)
where the first term  is unchanged because there is no mixing of the ordinary Z boson with 
extra neutral gauge bosons. Including the second mixing, the final interaction Lagrangian 
is given as
£nC  ~  ~  Y , i 9 z f ar  ( j} L — Qfa Ow) fa [ { ^ 2) l lZ l lL +  5Z (U 2)i
I,a. 1
+9vY}J27aY‘f~ E ( u i)3i((U2) i i ^  + E ( u 2 ) j^ y
J i l
+ S lT (? 7 sfU  E ( U 02i[(U2)j lZ1„ +  £ ( U 2) * 2 y  }, (98)
&  1 fc#l
where (U 2)u  is almost equal to 1.0 as the mixing should be very small: we will set it to
equal to 1.0 and it represents the contributions from the SM. For small mixings the (U 2)/i
( m2 _ m2 X1/2
are also very close to f f J - They represent the mixings between the ordinary 
Z boson and the extra neutral gauge bosons. We will treat them  as approximations of 
the mixing angles in our analysis (From Ref. [67] we know they are just upper limits 
of the mixing angles). Then it is easier to understand the physical meaning of the 
mixing angles when compared w ith the most conventional 2 x 2  Z-Z '  mixing in S U (2)/, x 
U(Y)y  x  £7(1)*" model. The second terms in the brackets of the second and third line, the 
(U 2)ifc, j  7  ^k terms, should be very small as they characterize the mixings among teh Z / s  
themselves. We will omit these mixings in our analysis. The contributions from the term 
X2j-£i(U2)1J-.Z'yAt are also om itted in our analysis because they axe combinations of mixings 
and exchanges of extra neutral gauge bosons and should be very small. Henceforth we 
will omit the prime on the Zj.
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Due to the mixings, the mass, m z l of the observed Z boson is shifted from the SM 
prediction
A m 2 =  m 2Zl — m \ < 0. (99)
The presence of this mass shift will affect the T-param eter [72] a t tree level. The oblique 
param eter S gets nonzero Z-Z ' contribution only in the presence of kinetic mixing, and 
U will not get contributions from Z-Z' mixings. Following the notation of [73], the T- 
param eter is expressed in terms of the effective form factors g |(0 ) , <7vv(0) and the fine 
structure constant a  as
T  = 1 -  ^ ( ° )
~  m w  3i(0)
=  o>(Tsm  + Tnew), (100)
where Ts m  and the new physics contribution Tnew are given by
r  -  i _  g w ( Q) rnz&--LSA/ 2 —2 (n\ 7m w 9 z ( 0)
Am2
&Tnew = ----- 2 — 0- (101)
m z t
It is noted th a t the positiveness of 7^™ is attributed to the mixings which lower the mass
of the ordinary Z boson. The effects of Z-Z'  mixings in the  electroweak experiments can
be described by the effective mixing angles and the positive Tnew.
3.5 E lectrow eak  ob servab les
In this section, we give the theoretical predictions for the electroweak observables 
which will be used in our analysis. Similar consideration for the S U ( 2 ) l x  U (1 ) y  x  17(1)v ' 
model can be found in Ref. [62]. The experimental d a ta  are summarized in Table 3.1. 
The experimental data  from the Z-pole experiments and the  W  boson mass measurement 
are taken from Ref. [74], and LENC experiments are taken from Ref. [75]. Some of data  
used here are out-of-date, but are convenient in comparing with results existing in the
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Table 3.1 Summary of electroweak measurements
Z -pole e x p e rim e n ts
m z  (GeV) 91.1867 ±  0.0020
r z  (GeV) 2.4948 ±  0.0025
O h  (nb) 41.486 ±  0.053
Ri 20.775 ±  0.027
/<0,i
a f b 0.0171 db 0.0010
a t 0.1411 ±  0.0064
A e 0.1399 ±  0.0073
Rb 0.2170 dt 0.0009
R c 0.1734 =fc 0.0048 .
A<i,b
a f b 0.0984 dr 0.0024
4 U’C
a f b 0.0741 db 0.0048
A °l r 0.1547 dr 0.0032
Ab 0.900 db 0.050
A c 0.650 dr 0.058
W -m ass m e a su re m e n t
ttiw (GeV) 80.43 dr 0.084
L E N C  e x p e rim e n ts
A s l a c 0.80 dr 0.058
A c e r n -1.57 ±  0.38
Agates -0.137 dr 0.033
A  M a in z -0.94 dr 0.19
Q w i s ^ C s ) -72.08 dr 0.92
K f h 0.3247 dr 0.0040
K c c f r 0.5820 dr 0.0049
9ll -0.269 dr 0.011uue
9 l r 0.234 dr 0.011
literature. It will subseqently be found that slightly stronger constraints will be expected 
if updated data are used.
3.5.1 O bservab les in  Z -po le  ex p erim en ts
The decay amplitude for the process Zx —> f af a can be expressed in the form a s
T ( Z X f j~a .) =  M ' e Zl ■ Jfa, (102)
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where e^t is the polarization vector of the  Z\  boson and Jfa =  f a j ^ f a  is the fermion cur­
rent without the coupling constants. T he pseudo-observables o f the Z-pole experiments 
are related to the real scalar amplitude with the following normalization [62]
g{ = , - —  ~  - (103)
^ V 2 G Fm \ x 0.74070
The effective coupling g f  can be w ritten as the sum of two parts
s i  =  {g i )SM + ■ (104)
The (g£) at tree level can be read off from the expression for the neutral current
\  /  new
interaction including the mixings, see Eq. (98).
=  J'"v7 . /2 £ ( u i M U + l  + 3 ,T it d ° 5)
nSW J# 1
The SM predictions [73, 76] for the effective couplings (<7a)sv/ can be parameterized as
(9l)sm  = 0.50214 +  0.453A $ |,  (106)
(gl)sM  =  -0-26941 -  0.244A <7^  +  l.OOlAs2, (107)
(9r)s m  =  0.23201 +  0 .208A #| +  l.OOlAs2, (108)
(.9l)s m  =  0.34694 +  0 .314A #| -  0.668As2, (109)
(9r )s m  =  -0-15466 -  0 .139A ^| -  0.668As2, (110)
(g i) =  -0.42451 -  0.383A ^ | +0.334A s2, (111)
(go) =  0.07732+  0 .0 6 9 A ^ |+ 0 .3 3 4 A s2, (112)
(gbL) SM =  -0.42109 -0 .3 8 3 A ^ |+ 0 .3 3 4 A s 2 +  0.00043xf, (113)
where the SM radiative corrections are expressed in terms of the  effective couplings A~g\
and A s2 and the top-quark mass dependence of the Z b ^ L  vertex correction in (9l) s m  
is represented by the param eter x t
= m t -  175 GeV 
‘ “  10 GeV ' { ]
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The gauge boson propagator corrections, Ag \  and A s2, are defined els the shift in the 
effective couplings ~g\ ( jr iz^  and s2 [73] from their SM reference values at m t =  175
GeV and m H = 100 GeV. They can be expressed in terms of the S and T  parameters as
A tf | =  g% (m %l ) -  0.55635 =  0.00412AT 4- 0.00005 [l -  (100 GeV/mH)2] , (115) 
A s2 =  s2 (m ^t) — 0.23035 =  0.00360A S — 0.00241A T  — 0.00023xa , (116)
where the expansion param eter xQ is introduced to estimate the uncertainty of the 
hadronic contribution to  the QED coupling 1/ a  =  128.75 ±0.09 [77]:
1 / a  ( m l , )  -  128.75 
*» 3   ' (U7)
Here, A S, A T ,  and A U  are also measured from their SM reference values and they are 
given as the sum of the SM and the new physics contributions
A S  =  A Ssm  +  S-new 
A T  =  ATsm  4 - Tnew
A  U =  A USM + Unew (118)
The SM contributions can be paramerized as [76]
A S sm  = —0.007a:t +  0.091a:fr — 0 .010x^,
ATSm = (0.130 -  0.003xff)a:£ +  0.003a;t -  0.079xff -  0.028x^ +  0.0026x^
AU sm  =  0 .022x t — 0 .002xff, (119)
where xh  is defined as
Xff = log (m,H/100 G eV ). (120)
x H represents the Higgs mass dependence of the oblique parameters. Using the eight 
effective couplings g£, the pseudo-observables of the Z-pole experiments are given in the 
following.
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Table 3.2 Numerical values of factors Cfv  and C /a  for quarks and leptons.
C /v CfA
u 3.1166+0.0030rcs 3.1351+0.0040xs
COII 3.1166+0.0030rrs 3.0981+0.0021a:s
c 3.1167+0.0030:rs 3.1343+0.0041a;s
b 3.1185+0.0030a;s 3.0776+0.0030x5
V 1 1
e  =  11 1 1
T 1 0.9977
The partial width of the Zi boson is given by
_ GFm \  fL / / 2 CfV + 9l ~  9r 7V ( 121)
where the factors C /v  and C jA account for the finite mass corrections and the final state 
QCD corrections for quarks, and their numerical values are listed in Table 3.2. The 
a s-dependence in Cqv  and CqA is parameterized in terms of the parameter x s
_  a s(m Zl) -  0.118 
=  0.003
( 122)
The last term proportional to o^m^J/Tr accounts for the final state  QED correction. 
The hadronic decay width is
rh = ru + r„ + r c + r s + r 6. (123)
The to ta l decay width T i s  given by
r Zl = 3 ^  + r e + r„ + r r + rv
The ratios it!*, R c, R b and the hadronic peak cross section cr° are given by
Ri ■
R c :
Rb
R
re’
rr.
<r°h
c
r y
Elry
127r r erh 
m zl r y
(124)
(125)
(126)
(127)
(128)
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The left-right asymmetry param eter A? can be w ritten in terms of the effective couplings 
9 Sa 35
(129)
The forward-backward (FB) asymmetry A°pg and the left-right (LR) asymmetry A°’£ are 
then given as follows:
(130)
(131)
3.5.2 W boson mass
The theoretical prediction of m w  can be param etrized as [73 , 76]
m w {GeV) = 80.42 -  0.288AS +  0.418AT 4- 0.337AU 4- 0.012xQ (132)
3.5.3 Observables in LENC experiments
In this subsection we give the theoretical predictions, which can be found in Ref. 
[62, 73, 75], for the electroweak observables in the  LENC experiments: (i) polarization 
asymmetry of the charged lepton scattering off a target nucleus, (ii) parity violation in 
the cesium atom, (iii) inelastic ^-scattering off a nuclear target and (iv) neutrino-electron 
scattering. Besides the SM contribution, all observables also receive corrections from the 
new physics: exchange of ex tra  neutral gauge bosons and their mixings with the ordinary 
Z boson. As the extra neutral gauge bosons are expected to be heavy, the contributions 
due to exchanges of extra neutral gauge bosons can be described by an effective contact 
interaction
where / ,  / '  stands for leptons and quarks, a, [5 =  L, R  denote their chirality: Pl(r) —
£ n c  — J 2  Y  {i^PcVfW  f Y P p ^ r  >
/ , / '  og8
(133)
(1 ±  75) / 2 . For a given ex tra  gauge boson, the coefficients 77^  have the dimension of
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(mass) 2 and are given as
n 'J' = (134)
m Z E
where m z E is the mass of an  extra neutral gauge boson and (g£) e  and (gjj) e  are the Z E 
boson couphngs to f a and f '0 respectively.
The effective Lagrangian for the lepton-quark four-Fermi interaction can be parametrized
as
Q  __ _ _ _ _ _
= ----7 = X  + +  C^qlplY 'y^li’qlfi.lo'^q}
V 2 q=uA
(135)
where I = e, f i , r  and C\q, C iq, Czq are model-independent param eters introduced in Ref. 
[75 , 78] . They can be expressed in terms of the helicity am plitude M ^  of the process 
faf'p -> faffi as below [73]
Cl, =  (m ?l +  AT?* -  -  - < « )  . (136)
Ct,  =  ( A *  -  + M&. -  Afj?B) , (137)
C l,  =  ( -M &  +  -  M & ) . <138)
In the presence of the mixings and contact terms, the com plete helicity amplitude is 
given by the sum
i < / V )  = M i/V ) '5" ' + A A fl/V ) (139)
Then the coefficients C{q o f the effective lepton-quark interactions can be divided into 
two pieces correspondingly as
Ciq =  c ;.fvr +  A Ciq. (140)
where the first term  denotes the contribution from the generic SU{2)c  x U (l)y  model. 
The terms A Ciq receive contributions from the contact interactions and the mixings. The
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former contributions are given as,
A C iq =  2 ^ 2g  +  ~~ ^1rl ~  7^ ft) ’ (141)
AC2q =  2^/2G &*'L ~~ ^ R ^1rl ~  ^ 0  ’ (1^2)
AC3(? =  2y/2G ^~ T>l^ L +  ^ R _  ^1rr) ' (143)
The contributions to A C iq from the exchanges of extra neutral gauge bosons are easily 
to calculated by using Eq. (134) and the above equations. For example, consider the
calculation of ACiu due to the exchange of the lightest extra neutral gauge boson Z2,
( 9 l ) z 2 =  9 y i Q y ' f t J l )  &  +  9  r T z f C U  1 ) 2 2 ,
( 9 r ) z 2 =  9 y ' Q  32  +  9  1 ) 22 ,
(9 l ) z 2 =  ^ Q ^ ( U l )32 +  5 / 3 ? / ( U l )22,
( 9 uR) z 2 =  ^ ^ ( U O s a  +  ^ / C U O a a ,  (144)
and
( 9 l ) z . ( 9 l ) z 2 l u  & ) Z 2 ( 9 r ) z 2_Ju j.  _  \ - ^ /z
— ---------~ 2  > 9lr  ~ , 2m z 2 m z2
(9«)Zl (Yl 'Iz,  _  (s« )ZjM )z,
m% ' V r r ~  m \  ’ 1 ’
Combining the above results together, we get
A  Ciu -- 2 ^ q  +  ^ R ~~ ^ 1rl ~  Vrr)  ' (146)
The contributions from other extra neutral gauge bosons should be much smaller because 
they are heavier, however they can be calculated in the same way and are also included 
in our analysis.
The contributions due to mixings of the ordinary Z with extra neutral gauge bosons 
are treated in the similar way. To leading order, we use the mass of the Z\ boson instead
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of m ^ 2 and relevant couplings. Therefore we approxim ate the m ixing effects by contact 
interactions due to the exchange of the Z\  bcoson. This should be reasonable because 
at low energies one has \q2\ <C rnZi, where is the typical momentum-transfer in the 
LENC processes.
3.5.3.1 Polarization asym m etries
There are two types of observables m easured in these LENC experiments. First, 
polarization asymmetry A of charged lepton scattering  off the nucleus target
A  = (147)
dcjR +- dac
where dctr{l) denotes the differential cross secttion of the right (left)-handed lepton scat­
tering off the nucleus target. The param eter has been measured in eD-scattering at
SLAC [79, 80], in eC-scattering at Bates [81] sand in eBe-scattering a t Mainz [82]. The
asymmetry has also been measured recently io  elastic electron scattering  from the pro­
ton by SAMPLE [83] and HAPPEX [84], but Iiow the results can constrain new physics 
remains to be studied further.
Another type of the polarization asym m etry B is
B  55 (1« )dcr j  4- aaR
where daR^  is the differential cross section oF the right(left)-handed negatively charged 
lepton scattering off the nucleus target, and denotes those of positively charged
anti-lepton scattering off the  nucleus target. T lie  parameter B has been measured in 
scattering at CERN [85]. It has also been meaisured recently to study the  spin structure 
functions of nucleons by E155 at SLAC [86 ].
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(I) SLAC eD experiment
In SLAC eD experiment longitudinally polarized electrons were scattered deep-inelastically 
from unpolarized deuterons [79, 80]. This historic experiment still gives non-trivial con­
straints on new physics. I t constrains the parameters 2C\U — C u  and 2C2u — 0 2d- By the 
analysis of Ref. [62], the param eter ASlac has the form
A slac  =  2C\u — +  Q-2Q6(2C2u — Cm)
=  0.745 -  0.016AS +  0.016AT
+2A C lu -  ACid  +  0.206(2A<72tl -  AC2d), (149)
The second line represents mainly contributions from the S U (2 ) l  x  U ( 1 ) y  model and a 
bit of contributions from new physics through the oblique parameters which gain small 
corrections due to the Z-Z '  mixings. The third line represents contributions from new 
physics.
(II) Bates eC experiment
Parity violation in the elastic scattering of polarized electrons from 12C  nuclei was 
measured successfully [81]. It constrains the combination Ciu + C id. The analysis of Ref.
[62] is quoted as
Asates — 0 \u Old
=  -0.1520 -  0.0023AS +  0.0004AT +  A(7ltt +  A(7ldl (150)
(III) Mainz eBe experiment
In this experiment polarized electrons were scattered quasi-elastically off the 9Be  
target and the polarization asymmetry was measured [82]. The asymmetry param eter 
AMainz can be expressed in the terms of model-independent parameters as below [62]
A Mainz =  —2.73Clu +  0.65(7w -2.19(72u-f 2.03CW
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(a )  (b )
Figure 21: (a) Parity-violating electron-fermion am plitude generated by Z°-exchange, 
(b) Effective four-fermion electron-fermion PV interaction
=  -0.876 +  0.043AS -  0.035AT
-2 .73A C lu +  0.65AC1<f -  2.19AC2u +  2.03AC2d, (151)
(IV) CERN f.l~C  experiment
At CERN SPS the charge and polarization asymmetry of muon deep inelastic scatter­
ing off the l2C  target were measured [85]. It constrains the combinations of parameters 
2C2u ~  C-2d and 2C3u — Czd- The most stringent constraint is found as [62]
A c ern  — 2C3u — Czd. +  0.<'77(2C,2u — Cid)
=  -1 .42  -  0.016AS +  0.0006AT
+2A C3u -  A C3d +  0.777(2AC2lt -  AC2d). (152)
3.5.3.2 T he  w eak charges
The weak charge is the weak neutral current counterpart of the electromagnetic charge, 
Q e m - The Feynman diagrams th a t give the weak charge are illustrated in Fig. 2 1 . Due 
to the new physics modification, the weak charge can be written as
Qw — Q w  +  A Qwi (153)
where Q w  gives the contribution in the SM while A Q w  represents possible contributions 
from new physics. The new physics can affect Q w  in. basically two ways: by physics
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which can. modify the propagation of the Z°  from the electron to the other fermion /, 
and by the exchange of possible new, heavy particles between e and /. The former can 
be described by corrections to the so-called oblique param eters A S ,  A T  and A U .  The 
latter can be given by the low-energy effective Lagrangian.
C = ClZr + C Z , ,  (154)
where
ZnL =  (155)
^  f
where C§m  gives Qw  with the vector fermion-Z0 coupling g(, =  Q w  =  2T {  — 4 Q f  sin2 6W 
and the axial vector fermion-Z0 coupling g{A — —2T / at th_e tree level in the SM. C^ew 
describes the direct new physics contributions to the A Q w -  The mass scale of the 
new physics is represented by A and k 2 sets the coupling strength. The coupling /re­
characterizes the interaction of the electron axial-vector curren t with the vector current 
of fermion /  for a given extension of the SM. It is straightforw ard to write down the 
corrections to the weak charge, specifically, for the proton a n d  neutron
8 y/2:TTK2
A QZ, =  ^ £ - ( 2 h X r  + htr),
In the case of the exchange of a new heavy particle between the electron and the fermion,
2 _  i i
K 4tr’
A2 =  m%,,
hy  =  9a9vi (157)
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where g is the coupling constant of the new interaction, m y  is the mass of the new 
heavy particle, and g eA{9 v ) are fche heavy particle axial-vector(vector) couplings to the 
electron (fermion). The new physics sensitivity of low-energy parity-violating observables 
is studied in Ref. [87] in detail. In term of the left(right)-handed components,
9v =  ^(9l +  9r ),
si = (158)
Then
h-v =  9l9l +  9l9r ~  9 r9l ~~ 9r9r)»
~  A C jj, (1 °^)
where C if  is defined in Ref. [62, 75] and has been introduced in the beginning of this 
section. Correspondingly
A  Q& =  2 (2 A C lu +  A C ld),
A  Q "  =  2 ( A C l u + 2 A C ld). (160)
W hen an electron interacts weakly with a system composed of several elementary fermions, 
such as an atomic nucleus, the weak charge of th a t system is ju s t the sum of the weak 
charges of its constituents. The weak charge Q w ( A ,  Z)  of nuclei is usually used to de­
scribe the experimental result of atomic parity violation. The d a ta  for the cesium atom  
ijpCs [8 8 , 89] is given in Table 3.1. In terms of parameters C iq, the weak charge of a 
nuclei can be expressed as [62]
Q W{A , Z)  =  2Z C lp +  2 (A  -  Z )C ln, (161)
where
C ip =  0.03601  -  0.00681A S  +  0 .0 0 4 7 7 A T  +  2A C lu +  A Cld,
Ci„ =  - 0 .4 9 3 7 6  -  0 .00366A T  +  A C lu +  2A C'id. (162)
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Therefore
Qw(H3Cs) = -7 3 .0 7  -  0.749A S -  0.046AT  + 376AC lu +  422ACld. (163)
In contrast to the weak charge of a heavy atom , the weak charge of the proton, namely 
Qw,  is fortuitously suppressed in the SM. Therefore it is very sensitive to contributions 
from new physics. Q w  is twice as sensitive to new u-quark interactions as it is to new d- 
quark physics. In our model the right-handed u-quark and d-quark have different isospin 
content, so it is advantageous to consider the constraints arising from the measurement 
of Qw-  Additionally the  interpretation of the experimental result, if the weak charge of
the proton is measured, will be free from theoretical uncertainties such as the neutron
number density of atom ic nuclei. The theoretical prediction for the weak charge of the 
proton is
Qw ~  2C7ip
=  0.07202 -  0.01362A5 -f- 0.00954AT +  2(2ACiu +  A CW) (164)
3.5.3.3 N eu trino -quark  scattering
To describe neutrino-quark scattering experiment, it is conventional to introduce the 
model-independent param eters, g\  and S^(a  =  L, R ) [90]
9l  =  u 2a + d l  (165)
<2 =  ( 16£0
where ua and da are given by the helicity amplitude [73]
=  _ 2v/2G f M ^
=  qaSM'+ A q „  (q = u ,d),  (167)
where the A qa can get contributions from mixings and the contact terms. They can be 
calculated in the sim ilar way as described in the first part of this section. The latter
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contribution has the form [75]
A ,“ ~  2v/2g / l ° '  <168)
Two independent sets of experimental da ta  are used in our analysis: all the old neutrino- 
nucleus scattering experiments summarized by Fogli and Haidt [90] and the more recent 
CCFR measurement [91]. Due to the difference in the typical momentum transfer, the 
theoretical predictions for the model-independent param eters in the generic 517(2) x 
17(1) y  models are
u'l M' «  (  o 3468 )  “  ° -0023A 5  +  0-0041AT,
u g M' «  ^ —o 1549 )  -  0-0023A5, +  0-0004AT,
d [ M' «  ^ I q  4299  )  +  °-0012A^  -  0.0039AT,
d i M' ~  ^ 0 0775 )  +  0.0012A5 — 0.0002AT, (169)
where the upper and the lower numbers in the first column are the predictions at 
(Q2) fh =  20 GeV2 and at (Q2)ccfr =  35 GeV2 respectively. The difference due to 
the momentum transfer is very small. These two experiments put stringent constraints 
on the combinations of ga and 5a as [62]
K fh  = g \  +  0.879<72 -  0.01052 -  0.043<%, (170)
Kccfr =  1.7897^ +  1 .1 4 7 9 ^ -0 .0 9 1 6 ^ -0 .0 7 8 2 4 .  (171)
3.5.3.4 Neutrino-electron scattering
There are three v  — e scattering experimental results [92-94]. The combined data
[75, 94] are given in Table 3.1. The to tal cross sections for z/M — e and — e scatterings
can be expressed in terms of the helicity amplitude as [73]
^  =  ^ { l & ' ( « 2> = ^ ) p  +  i | S^ W >  =  ^ ) | 2}, (172)
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where the helicity amplitude can be parametrized as
(1 7 4 )
For the  generic S U (2 ) x U (l)y  model, the theoretical predictions are [62]
-0 .273 ±  0.0033AS -  0.0042AT, (175)
{9l r )'SM' =  0.233 ±  0.0033AS' — 0.0006AT. (176)
and the  contribution from, the contact terms is [75]
(177)
This is straightforward to calculate and the contribution due to the mixings can also be 
treated  similarly as described before.
3.6  C on stra in ts  on ex tr a  neutral gau ge  b osons
Using the electroweak precision data, constraints on the param eters Tnew, mixing
analysis. But here we are mainly-concerned with constraints on the param eter spaces 
between mixing angles and the masses of extra neutral gauge bosons, we will not try to 
give the  fit for Tnew parameter. For our specific model, we just go through reasonably 
possible param eter spaces and find the acceptable physically param eter spaces by fitting 
the predictions of our model with various experimental results. For simplicity, Snew and 
Uneui will be set zero because they are very small. Through our analysis, we will use
angles and masses of extra neutral gauge bosons can be obtained from the standard x 2
m Zl =  91.1867 ±0.0020 GeV [74],
Gf  =  1.16637(1) x  10" 5 GeV -2  [31], 
l / a ( m 2z J  =  128.75 ± 0 .09  [77], (1 7 8 )
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as inputs and
m t =  175.6 ±  5.5 GeV,
a s =  0.118 ± 0 .003  (179)
as constraints on  the SM param eters which were used in Ref. [62]. The Higgs mass 
dependence of the  results are parameterized by x h  and we just set Xff =  0 for simplicity. 
We first obtain the  constraints from Z-pole experiments and m w  measurement only, and 
then we combine the LENC experiments with them  to get further constraints. Finally 
we will study th e  constraint which would arise from measuring the weak charge of the 
proton.
3.6.1 Constraints from Z-pole and m w  data
From the previous section, it is found th a t the Z-pole experiments are related to 
mixings and th e  T-parameter, while m w  is only relevant for the T-parameter. From 
these da ta  the number of degrees of freedom is 14. If we set all m ixing angles and Tnew 
equal to zero, it will give the fit for the SM, which can be found in Ref. [31, 62], There is 
a small difference between them  because different experimental d a ta  were used. It serves 
as a  reference because the SM fits the experiments very well. Defining A x 2 =  X2 — Xsm> 
by requiring acceptable A x 2 we can get constraints on the mixings and the masses of 
extra neutral gauge bosons a t different confidence levels. The result for A x2 =  1.0 is 
illustrated in Fig. 22. The lower mass limits for Z2, Zz and Z4 bosons are about 330 GeV, 
1000 GeV and 1.5 TeV respectively. It seems tha t the model allows for the existence of 
a com paratively light extra neutral gauge bosons. But we will find in  the following tha t 
this is not true when LENC experiments are included. The mixing angles are found to 
be very small, namely |0| <  0.005. Although the lower mass limits are largely different 
for Z2, Zz and bosons, the ranges of the mixing angles are all alm ost the same.
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Figure 22: The contours of A x 2 =  X2 — Xsm = 1-0 f°r extra neutral gauge bosons. The 
constraints are obtained by use of Z-pole experiments [74] and m w  measurement [74]. 
As a reference the lower direct production lim it from CDF [58] for the sequential Zsm  is 
also shown (solid line).
The Z-pole experiments have been updated [31] and slightly more stringent constraints 
can be found. It is found tha t the lower mass bound of the lightest extra neutral gauge 
boson is about 380 GeV with little change of the mixing angle.
The sequential Zsm  boson [95] is defined to have the same couplings to fermions as 
the SM Z boson. Such a boson is not expected in the context of gauge theories. However, 
it serves as a useful reference case when comparing constraints from various sources. The 
direct production limit for the  sequential Z sm  boson from Ref. [58] is 690 GeV. It is 
assumed tha t all exotic decay channels are forbidden, and have to be relaxed by about 
100 to 150 GeV when all exotic decays (including channels involving superparticles) are 
kinetically allowed. It was found that, at this time, the lower mass limit for the lightest 
extra neutral gauge boson, Z 2 is much lower than the direct production limit for the 
sequential Zsm boson.
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Figure 23: The contours of A x 2 = X2 ~ Xsm =  1-0 for extra ne=utral gauge bosons. The 
constraints are obtained by use of Z-pole experiments [74], measurement [74] and
LENC experiments [75]. As a reference the lower direct p roduction  limit from CD F [58] 
for the sequential Z sm  is also shown (solid line).
3.6.2 Constrains from Z-pole 4- m w  +  LENC data
The LENC experiments can get contributions from the exochanges of extra neutral 
gauge bosons, which can be approximated by the contact in teractions. The contact 
interaction is inversely-proportional to the mass of the extra gaiuge bosons exchanged in 
the processes. So the LENC experiments can put stringent com straints on the masses of 
extra neutral gauge bosons. The fitting results of Z-pole experim ents, m w measurement 
and LENC experiments are shown in Fig. 23. It is remarkable t.h a t the lower mass limits 
for the extra neutral gauge bosons are raised much higher th ian  those without LENC 
experiments. The lower mass bound for the lightest extra gsauge boson is about 560 
GeV. This is comparative with the direct production limit for tfiie sequential Z s m  boson.
In Ref. [61], similar constraints on various possible extra Z *  bosons were studied. In 
all cases the m i x i n g  angles are severely constrained (sin# <  0 * .01 ) ,  and the lower mass 
lim it are generally of the order of several hundred GeV, depending  on the specific models 
considered.
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In the model considered here, from the appendices, m ^ 3 ~  rn2B assuming that gr = 
gL and g y  =  gy- It is apparent that m w ± is degenerate w ith  m w 3 without mixing. 
Generally the lightest ex tra  neutral gauge boson mainly consists of W f , or 2 /. It is 
noted th a t Zi  corresponds to  Z ' {6 = — arcsin yj5/8) and is orthogonal to Zv. There is 
no mass limit on 2 /  from electroweak precision data available in the literature. From 
constraints on 2^, Z x and Z n [61], it could be inferred tha t the  mass limit on 2 /  would 
be about 430 GeV at 95% CL. In Ref. [58] the lower mass lim it of 565 GeV for 2 / 
was set by direct search for heavy neutral gauge bosons w ith the Collider Detector at 
Fermilab. Although 2 /  mixes with other neutral gauge bosons in the model, our results 
are compatible with previous limits in the literature.
It should be pointed ou t th a t an updated value for Q w(C s) =  —72.06(28)expt(34)theor 
has been reported [96]. The experimental precision was improved and indicated a 2.5a 
deviation from the prediction of the SM. The possibility th a t the discrepancy is due to 
contributions from new physics has been suggested. In Ref. [97, 98] it was shown that the 
contribution from the exchange of an extra U (l) boson could explain the data without 
2  — Z' mixing. Some models which would give negative contibutions to Qw(Cs), such 
as Z sm  and 2^, were excluded at 99% CL. The existance of 2 /  with a  central value of 
about 760 GeV could explain the deviation.
Of cousre, a 2 .5cr discrepance is insufficient to claim a discovery, so we will use the data  
to determine the lower mass bound of additional neutral gauge bosons. The discrepancy 
can easily be reached by the  contributions due to exchange of ex tra  neutral gauge bosons 
in the model considered here without affecting the fit with th e  other experimental data  
significantly. As mentioned above, the lightest extra neutral gauge boson in the model 
mainly consists of 2 /. We use the updated value for Qw{Cs) to  pu t a  lower mass bound 
for the lightest extra neutral gauge boson of 700 GeV with a sm all mixing. As the mixing 
increases the masses of ex tra  neutral gauge bosons, its contribution to the weak charge
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Figure 24: The contours of A x2 = X2 ~ Xsm =  1-0 for ex tra  neutral gauge bosons. The 
constraints are obtained by use of Z-pole experiments [74], raw measurement [74], LENC 
experiments [75] and a proposed measurement of Qw- As a reference the lower direct 
production limit from CDF [58] for the sequential Zsm  is also shown (solid line).
will be lowered compared with the case without mixing, so the lower mass bound on 
extra neutral gauge bosons will also be a little lowered in order that the contributions 
are large enough to explain the data.
From Ref. [59] the typical bounds achievable on extra neutral or charged gauge bosons 
m z'{W) a t the coming colliders such as Tevatron, DiTevatron, LHC, 500 GeV NLC and 1 
TeV NLC are approximately 1 TeV, 2 TeV, 4 TeV, 1-3 TeV and 2-6 TeV correspondingly. 
Therefore the extra neutral gauge bosons in our model can be expected to be studied 
well in the coming colliding experiments.
3 .6 .3  C o n s tra in s  f ro m  Z -pole  +  m w  +  L E N C  d a ta  +  Qw
In Ref. [99], it is proposed to measure the weak charge of the proton, Q w, with 
parity-violating ep scattering a t Q2 =  0.03(GeV/c)2 at Jefferson Lab. A high statistical 
accuracy is expected to be achieved with the current facility. Specifically A Q w /Q w  ~  
4%, even better, is promising. Fig.24 illustrates the constraints on the lightest extra
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Figure 25: Constraints on the lightest extra neutral gauge boson, Z2, with the data  of 
Z-pole experiments [74], m w  measurement [74], LENC experiments [75] and a proposed 
measurement of <2(^(4% and 3%). As a  reference the lower direct production lim it from 
CDF [58] for the sequential Zsm  is also shown (solid line).
neutral gauge boson including the Q w  with different precision levels. It can be found 
that the lower bounds of the masses of the extra neutral gauge bosons would be raised 
significantly. W ith A Qw/Qw — 4%, the lower mass bound for the lightest extra gauge 
boson is already slightly above the direct search limit for the sequential Z s m  boson. 
W ith A Qw/Qw = 3%, the bound is about 800 GeV which is much higher than the 
direct search limit of the sequential Z s m  boson. If the experiment were carried out and 
there were no deviation from the SM observed, the param eter space for the new physics 
to exist would be highly reduced.
In Ref. [100], the new physics sensitivity of a variety of low-energy parity-violating 
observables was analyzed. Taken as an  example, present and  prospective mass limits 
on an additional gauge boson, Zx, were given. Were the precison of measuring the 
weak charge of the proton 10%(3%), the  lower bound could be 585(1100) GeV. This is 
compatible with our result.
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Chapter 4 Fermion sector
4 .1  In tro d u ctio n
Many extensions of the SM, such as grand unified theories, contain exotic fermions. 
Although the  m inimal SU(5) only contain the fermions of the SM, a right-handed neutrino 
is a t least needed in the SO(IO) model. And m any additional fermions appear in Eq 
model. There include non-chiral color singlets—N and E leptons, color trip le t—h quark, 
and so on(See Table 1.3). So far there is no experim ental indication of exotic fermions. 
If any one of the exotic fermions is discovered experimentally, it would pinpoint E6 as 
the underlying unification group because they axe the true hallmark of E s.
Strongly interacting exotics, such as heavy quarks, can be produced in abundance at 
the Tevatron or the  LHC. However, particles which are not strongly interacting, such as 
heavy charged leptons, can best be produced a t an electron-positron collider. In general, 
studies of heavy charged leptons at such colliders focus on s-channel production, through 
a 7 , Z . Z ' , etc. The phenomenology of exotic particles in E q models has been considered 
widely [26, 101-107]. A good summary can be found in Ref. [22].
In this chapter, we will first give the Lagrangians relevant to all fermions, discuss briefly 
masses and mixings of exotic fermions. We will study  pair productions of heavy charged 
leptons. A t-channel contribution due to W /-boson exchange, which is unsuppressed 
by mixing angles, is quite im portant. We calculate the cross section, the  left-right and 
forward-backward asymmetries, and discuss how to  differentiate different models. Pair 
production of the h-quark is also discussed briefly.
4 .2  L agrangians
Lagrangians relevant to fermions contain the kinetic terms for all the  fermions, the 
interactions between gauge bosons and m atter m ultiplets induced through the covariant
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derivatives and Yukawa couplings which give interactions between fermions and Higgs 
bosons and masses to fermions after the spontaneous sym m etry breaking.
~  h ^ l d ^  -  ^9y ( - \ ) a h ~  \ 9 Y '{ - ^ ) B n ] hL
+ e R7M[3/1 — -^ y (-2 )A #t -  -g Y ' (—
z 4 z 2
+URj^[dfj, — - g Y(~)A^. -  - g v i —^ B ^ U R
+  { v  S  ) R i tt[dli -  \ g i ? - W l  -  £  )
+  ( d  h ) R 7 tl[dti -  %- g i f  - W l  -  (  /! ) R
+ ( 11 5 ) l  _ \ 9L°  ' ^  ~  ^9 v ^ Afl ~  \ 9y '^Z*B ^  (  d ) L 
+ ( ^  ) * 7^  ~  %29lB  ' ^  ~
+Tr{( i r  e ) l
+  { l  s ) t>
(  “ J )  +  # . c.
( %  )r + * -
—fij{diRvdjL — diReujL — hiRH^djc +  Uj£, +  H.c.
- f t je iR {H *E jL — 0&jL — B f  A/jz, +  ei^x) +  B .c .
—fij (.NiRNiNjL — NiRN2i/jt  ~  EiRNiEjc  -+- EiRN2eji,) +  H.c.
- f Z ( S iRH+ejL -  v iRH } E jL -  S iRm_vjL +  uiRH Q2NjL) +  H.c. (180)
where i, j are generation indices.
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4.3 Masses and mixing
After spontaneous symmetry breaking, fermions get masses through the Yukawa cou­
plings. From the most general mass m atrix  possible in this model, the SM fermions can 
be mixed with additional fermions. But there is no mixing for u-typed quarks, there­
fore weak universality restricts the mixing be small. For simplicity the intergenerational 
mixing will be ignored if it is not necessarily needed.
4 .3 .1  d -h  q u a rk  m ix ing
The most general mass m atrix for d-h quarks can be written as
where M^dK) is a 2 x 2 matrix. Generally the mass m atrix is Hermitian, but it can also be
(181)
non-Hermitian. To get the mass eigenstates, mixing angles 9 ^ ^  and 9 ^  are introduced 
through
d'L = c o s O ^ d R + s i n 0^ h L 
h'L = — sin d ^h^dL + cos d^h^hL (182)
and
d'R =  cos 9Rh  ^da 4- sin 9Rh^hR 
h'R =  — sin 9r ^  dR + cos 0Rh) h,R (183)
Then M^dh  ^ become diagonal
m d 0
0 m/t
with
m d =  cos 6Rh  ^cos 9^  -f M cos 9Rh  ^s in 9^
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sin 9 ^ ^  cos 9 ^ ^  4 - sin 9 ^ ^  sin 9^dh'>
ruh. =  M iih  ^ sin 8^  s in9 ^  — M [ ^  s in 9 ^ ^  cos 9 ^h^
—M z ^  cos 6 sin 9 ^  -F M cos 0^  cos 9 ^h  ^ (184)
and
m W  4 .  M ^dh)
t a n ^ ’ +  »£“ >) =  L l
* M [ f -1 -  M g h]
M {dh) M {dh)
ta n (« j f  > -  S ^ )  =  M *\r. — \ h  <185)
M { f) +  M%h]
when M [ ^  =  M ^ h\  th a t is to  say the mass m atrix is Hermitian, 9 ^ ^  =  9(£ hK
In our model the mass m atrix  M^dh^  has the form
f ^ _ (  V3 0 \  £ _  (  0 n2 \  r  (  o  r ± \  , ,
s/2 V - » i  0 j + ^  [ 0 n ,  J +  v/2 V 0 n', J ’ (186)
where all the vacuum expectation values and Yukawa coupling constants are unspecified
parameters, and there is no experimental values for exotic fermions, so the the mixing
angle seem to be arbitrary. Generally the vacuum expectation values n* and rz' are much
larger than i?j, and the mass of the d-quark is small, so the mass m atrix  can be
written as
[  m M ' \
\ m '  M  )  ’
If M  »  771,771', M ', then 77id ~  m, m h — M  and 9 ^  — M '/M ,  6^  ~  m /fM .  Implica­
tions and contraints on quarks, such as h-quark in our model, whose left- and right-handed
chiral components are both singlets with respect to the  weak-isospin gauge group SU(2)L 
were discussed in Ref. [108].
4.3.2 e-E lepton mixing
In our model the mass m atrix  of e-E leptons has the form
(187)
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Similarly mixing angles 9^E  ^ and 9RE  ^ are needed to get mass eigenstates.
e'c =  cos +  sin E L
E'L = — sin 9 ^ ^  e£, -h cos 6^ E l (189)
and
e'R = cos 9^ eR +  sin 9RE  ^E R 
E'r = — sin9^RE'>eR -F cos 9r B^Er (190)
4.3.3 Constraints on masses and mixings
Masses and mixing appear to be arbitrary as we don’t know the vacuum expectation 
values and Yukawa coupling constants appearing in the mass matrices. This is even the 
case in the SM. The details of the observed mass spectrum , from 0.51 MeV of the electron 
mass to 175 GeV the  top quark mass, still remain a  mystery in the SM, although masses 
and mixing angles can somehow be accommodated in the SM. We don’t  understand 
the mass spectrum  of fermions observed so far, although there have many theoretical 
a ttem pts ranging from flavor symmetries to relationships in grand unification models. 
In the case of additional fermions, mass and mixing angles also are arbitrary. A direct 
bounds can be found th a t masses of additional fermions should be bounded from below 
by M z j 2 because they  cannot contribute too much to the decay width of the Z boson. 
B ut th a t’s not enough. Further constraints on masses and mixing angles can be obtained 
(in)directly from search for exotic fermions, electroweak precision measurements and 
theoretical requirements tha t the SM vacuum is stable and the perturbation is valid up 
to a large scale [14].
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In Ref. [109] a search for unstable heavy fermions with DELPHI at LEP was reported. 
A mass limits in the region between 70 GeV and 90 GeV was established by the search 
for pair productions of new leptons a t the 95% CL, depending on the channel.
Various considerations on masses and mixings of exotic fermions can be found in the 
literature mentioned before.
4 .4  P air production  o f  h eavy  ch arged  leptons
In this subsection, we will study the pair production of heavy charged leptons and 
study the forward-backward and left-right asymmetries at linear colliders [110]. For 
simplicity, we neglect the mixing between extra particles (bosons or fermions) and the 
normal particles of the SM, since such mixing angles are generally small as shown above.
4.4.1 Cross section and asymmetries
The relevant interactions for the process e+e_ — ► E +E~  are
£  =  £  Qfl al ^ f aA^ +  - ^ — ea l ti{ T l - Q esiv?dw )eaZll
f= e  E  COS Ci \ Y
+  _ — a - E a l ^{l  -  2sin2 9w )EaZ fl 
2 cos 9w
+ i T i f  7 ^ (1 “ ls)EW lit +  H c -
+ ^ ( £ 7 ^ (1  — 7S)E  -  e7 M(l  -  75)e)Zllt
+ E  9 Y ^ 7 a ' f f ^ K  (191>
f = e , E  *
where a  = L  or R. g^, g/  and gy> are coupling constants and Qw is the electroweak 
mixing angle. For simplicity, we will assume th a t gi — gL and gyr = g y  in our numerical 
results, it is straightforward to relax this assumption. The first two lines are couplings 
between fermions and standard 7  and Z. The rest are couplings with ex tra  neutral gauge 
bosons. The e+e“ -* E +E~  process can proceed via s-channel exchange of a 7 , Z, Z 1 or 
Z[, and can also proceed via t-channel exchange of a W[. The Feynman diagrams are
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Figure 26: Feynman diagram responsible for e+e —> E +E  
listed in Fig. 26. Each am plitude can be written as the form of
Cii7e7 ^ ( l  -  ail5)ueu E''fii{l — b i j 5) v E. (192)
Note tha t the W[ leads to a  t-channel process unsuppressed by small mixing angles. 
This is unique to this model. Note that if one considered production of the heavy charged 
leptons which form an 517(2) / doublet with the muon or the tau, then the diagrams would 
be identical except that the t-channel diagram would be absent.
The differential cross section for this process is given by 
da
=  - L < / l  -  -  u )2 +  D 2( m 2E -  t ) 2 +  2 D 3m 2Es }
d cos 9 &7ts V 4 s
s, t and u are the Mandelstam variables, and with
5
D\ = OiCy{(l + ai<2 j ) ( l  + b{bj) -h (at- -h a,j)(bi -h bj)}
i,j=l
5
D 2 =  -f- at-a j)(l +  bibj) — (az- 4- o.j)(bi -f- bj )}
i,j=l
D 3 =  ^  C i C j { ( l  4- a ja j)(l — bibj)}
i j= l
where the Cz-, az- and bi are given in Table 4.1.
The forward-back asym metry is defined by
(193)
(194)
A fb —
t i  l ^ o d c o s d  - ^ d c o s d
f - i  d ^ e dcosd  
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Table 4.1 Coefficients appearing in Eq. 194
i C t O i h
1 ez 0 0
2 gz ( l —4 sin* 0 w ) ( l “ 2sin;* 9w) i 08 COS2 O w i s — I T l r ) 1—4 sin2 0 \v
3 ~ 9h>16 ( s - m 2 f ) 1 1
4 144 (s—m 2,)
1
3
i
5
5 91
H t- ™ w r ) 1 1
The left-right asymmetry is defined by
A LR =  (196)
0L +  CTr
Note th a t  the Cu a.i and b{ will be somewhat different for a i  and a R due to the insertion 
of the projection operator in  Eq. (192). They are listed in table 4.2 and Table 4.3. 
Both A p B and A LR a t e+e“ colliders were studied in Ref. [ I l l ,  112], but only s-channel 
contributions were considered.
4 .4 .2  R e su lts
T he electroweak part S U { 2 )L x U ( l ) y  has been m easured precisely. Let us first consider 
the rank  5 case. Setting g y  =  0, we have two gauge boson mass parameters mw, and 
m zr  We will assume th a t these masses are equal and thus there is only one mass 
param eter remaining, which we choose to be near the experimental lower bound for 
direct production, m z I =  650 GeV. This is basically the same as assuming that the gauge 
bosons do not substantially m ix with each other. T he numerical results for cross section, 
forward-backward and left-right asymmetries are shown in Fig. 28-30. We have plotted 
the results for E +E~  and M + M ~  production, where M  is the S U ( 2)r partner of the 
muon or tau  (the only difference will be due to the  t-channel process). For comparison, 
we also include the standard model result for bo th  a  vectorlike heavy lepton and a chiral 
heavy lepton. Although we have assumed th a t the Z j  mass (E , M  mass) is 650 GeV (200
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Table 4.2 Coefficients appearing in Eq. (194) for calculating <Tl
i C t CLi bi
1 ez2.9 1 0
2 g2(l-2sin2 0wV2 8cos2 6 w ( s —m % ) 1 0
3 ~9r 1 1
4 -3  9 y > 144(s—m2,) 1
5
3
5 9 i8 ( ) 1 1
GeV), it is easy to see how the figures will be qualitatively modified if these assumptions 
are relaxed.
In the ra n k  6  model, one has an additional mass scale and additional coupling. If we 
assume th a t the g y  coupling is the same as gy-, and th a t the mass of the Z' is | ®j-Mzn  
then one can recalculate the cross section, forward-backward and left-right asymmetries. 
We find th a t there is not a substantial difference from the rank 5 case, except in the 
immediate vicinity of the Z' mass(See Fig. 31-33).
How does one detect these leptons? The main decay modes depend sensitively on the 
masses and mixing angles. Since the E  and its isodoublet partner N  are degenerate in 
the limit of no mixing, one expects the E  —> N W * to be into a virtual W , leading to 
a three-body decay. Since the allowed three-body phase space is very small, this decay 
will be negligible unless the mixing with the lighter generations is extremely small. In 
the more natural case, in which such mixing is not very small, the two-body decays 
E  —> iseW  and E  —> eZ  would dominate. A detailed analysis of the lifetimes and the 
decay modes can be found in Ref. [14]. There, it was shown tha t the ratio  of T(E  —>• eZ) 
to T{E  —>■ VeW) is given by the  ratio of \UBe\2 to \UEvc\2. This is very model-dependent.
Certainly, the signature for E  —> eZ  would be quite dram atic. Even if the Z  decays 
hadronically or invisibly, the monochromatic electron, plus the invariant mass of the Z  
decay products, would allow for virtually background-free detection. The signature for
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Table 4.3 Coefficients appearing in Eq. (194) for calculating aR
i C i O i bi
1 ez2.S - 1 0
o —g2( l —2sin* & iv)sin2 8\v 1 0z. 4 cos2 Q w {s—m \ ,)
3 - 9 i  16(s—i r 4 r ) 0 0
4 1 4 4 (s -m ^ ,) - 1
5
3
5 8 0 0
E  ueW  is less dramatic, but would lead to W +W ~  plus missing transverse momentum. 
As discussed in Ref. [107], requiring that the IT’s decay leptonically gives a signal of 
l+l~, where I =  (e, /z). The backgrounds, due to e+e~ —»■ r +r - , W +W ~  and ZZ ,  can 
be eliminated by calculating the invariant mass of the charged fermion pair. The signal 
would be striking since it would consists of a pair of l+l~ w ith approximately the same 
invariant mass.
Suppose these leptons are found. One would first learn the cross section. Unless 
one is in the vicinity of the Z[  resonance, the cross section in this model would be 
somewhat higher than the standard model. For example, at an NLC of yjs =  500 GeV 
and luminosity of 6 x 104 pb-1 /y r  and for a heavy lepton of 200 GeV, one expects 
approximately 2 x 104 SM vectorlike fermion pairs produced per year, whereas one has 
3 x l0 4 E +E~  pairs and 5 x l0 4 M +M ~  pairs (note that the t-channel process destructively 
interferes). In the vicinity of the resonance, of course, the cross section can be much 
larger. As discussed in the previous paragraph, if the main decay is into i/W, then a very 
clear signature arises if both W ’s decay into eve or This will occur approximately 5% 
of the time, giving a few thousand such events per year. Necessary cuts on the transverse 
missing energy will reduce the number of usable events, but it should still be several 
hundred per year, with very low background. If the main decay is into eZ  or /zZ, then 
the signature is even more dram atic.
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Figure 27: Feynman diagrams at the parton level for pair production of h quark in pp(p) 
collisions
There is no forward-backward asymmetry for the pair production of SM vectorlike 
fermions, while the polarization asymmetry for heavy SM chiral fermions is very small. 
Therefore, combining A p p  with A cr would make it very straightforward to distinguish 
E +E ~  and M + M ~  pairs from SM fermions. The behavior of the asymmetries for each 
of these is very different a t high y/s.
*> L /2
An im portant point is to note tha t the statistical uncertainty, (^y r1) > is very small
for this model. W ith the approximate number of reconstructed events being between 
several hundred and several thousand, this gives a statistical uncertainty of between 1 
and 10 percent. This will be even smaller in the  vicinity of the resonance. From the 
figures, it is clear that this uncertainty is small enough th a t the various models can be 
distinguished, even off-resonance.
4.5 P a ir  p ro d u c tio n  o f  h-quark
The production of h-quark had been studied in  great details [26, 102 , 113]. Here we 
mainly consider the W[ contribution of h-quark production in pp(p) colliders. The dia­
grams are listed in Fig. 27. Generally the gluon fusion process, gg —y hh, dom inates over 
the quark annihilation process, qq —*■ hh. It was noted[22] that W i  t-channel exchange 
contribution is negligible compared to the gluon fusion mechanism.
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Figure 28: Total cross section for the process e+e~ —y L +L~  as a function of y/s , for a 
heavy lepton of 200 GeV in the rank-5 model. The solid and dotted lines correspond to 
Standard Model production of chiral and vectorlike fermions, respectively. The dashed 
and dot-dashed lines correspond to L  =  E  and L  =  M  in the SU (2 )/ model, respectively, 
where E  and M  are the SU{2)I partners of the electron and muon.
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Figure 29: A f b , the forward-backward asymmetry, for the process e+e~ —¥ L +L~ as 
a function of y /s , for a heavy lepton of 200 GeV in the rank-5 model. The solid and 
dotted lines correspond to Standard Model production of chiral and vectorlike fermions, 
respectively. The dashed and dot-dashed lines correspond to L = E  and L = M  in the 
SU(2)r model, respectively, where E  and M  are the SU{2)i partners of the electron and 
muon.
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Figure 30: A LR, the left-right asymmetry, for the process e+e" —> L +L~  as a function 
of y/s, for a  heavy lepton of 200 GeV in the rank-5 model. The solid and dotted lines 
correspond to Standard Model production of chiral and vectorlike fermions, respectively. 
The dashed and dot-dashed lines correspond to  L  =  E  and L  =  M  in the SU(2)f model, 
respectively, where E  and M  are the SU(2)i  partners of the electron and muon.
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Figure 31: Total cross section for the process e+e~ —b L +L~  as a function of y/s, for a 
heavy lepton of 200 GeV in the rank-6  model. The solid and dotted  lines correspond to 
S tandard Model production of chiral and vectorlike fermions, respectively. The dashed 
and dot-dashed lines correspond to L  =  E  and L =  M  in the SU (2)i  model, respectively, 
where E  and M  are the SU (2)i  partners of the electron and muon.
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Figure 32: A^b, the forward-backward asymmetry, for the process e+e~ —> L +L~ as 
a function of >/s, for a  heavy lepton of 200 GeV in the rank -6 model. The solid and 
dotted lines correspond to Standard Model production of chiral and vectorlike fermions, 
respectively. The dashed and dot-dashed lines correspond to L = E  and L  = M  in the 
517(2)/ model, respectively, where E  and M  are the 517(2)/ partners of the electron and 
muon.
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Figure 33: A l r , the left-right asymmetry, for the process e+e~ —* L +H r  as a  function 
of ^/s, for a heavy lepton of 200 GeV in the rank-6  model. The solid an d  dotted lines 
correspond to Standard Model production of chiral and vectorlike fermions, respectively. 
The dashed and dot-dashed lines correspond to L  = E  and L  = M  in tb e  SU(2)r model, 
respectively, where E  and M  are the SU{2)[ partners of the electron an d  muon.
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Chapter 5 Conclusions
We have studied the effective low-energy supersymmetric SU{2 ) L x  SU(2)i x  U (l)y  x  
U ( 1 ) y ' model, which is based on the E s grand unification theory. S U {2 )[ is a subgroup of 
SU (S)r  and its corresponding gauge bosons are neutral. The Higgs boson sector, gauge 
boson sector and fermion sector of the model were considered.
A specific Higgs structure was introduced. The scalar potential is highly constrained 
in the supersymmetric version of the model. An upper bound of about 150 GeV to the 
lightest neutral Higgs scalar was found. Other Higgs-boson mass relationships were also 
discussed. Failure to find a Higgs boson with a mass near or below 150 GeV would 
therefore rule out this supersymmetric Ee-based model.
Electroweak precision experiments, including Z-pole experiments, m w  measurements 
and low-energy neutral current experiments were used to put indirect constraints on 
masses of the extra neutral gauge bosons and the mixings between them  and the ordinary 
Z boson. We also considered the possible constraint from a proposed measurement of 
the proton’s weak charge a t Jefferson Lab. It was found that the mixing angles are very 
small, namely |0| <  0.005. The lower bound for the mass of the lightest extra neutral 
gauge boson was found to be about 560 — 800 GeV, which is comparable with the current 
direct search limit, low-energy neutral current experiments give the  strongest bounds on 
the lightest extra neutral gauge boson. The precise measurement of the weak charge of 
the proton is anticipated to  reduce the param eter space for new physics strongly.
We also studied the pair production of heavy charged exotic leptons a t e+e“ colliders in 
this model. In addition to the standard 7  and Z boson contributions, we also included the 
contributions from extra neutral gauge bosons. A t-channel contribution due to W/-boson 
exchange, which is unsuppressed by mixing angles, is quite im portant. We calculated the 
left-right and forward-backward asymmetries, and discussed how to differentiate different 
models. Pair production of the h-quark was also discussed briefly.
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There axe many new(exotic) particles, such as various Higgs bosons, extra neutra gauge 
bosons and additional fermions in this model. There is not any experimental signal for 
their existence to date. I t  is anticipated that future experiments, such as Tevatron, LHC, 
NLC and precise low-energy measurements, may discover them or prove the model is or 
is not the right model to  describe the nature. At the same time more theoretical work is 
needed to put stricter constraints based on current experimental results, and give more 
clear guidance where to find new physics beyond the SM.
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Appendix 
A Various Higgs Boson Mass Squared Matrices
The Higgs-boson mass squared m atrix is obtained from
d2V
=  1 m in im u m  ■ (197)3 Ofccpj
A .l  Scalar H iggs B oson  M ass Squared M a tr ix
The mass-squared m atrix for scalar Higgs bosons is a 7 x  7 symmetric m atrix S.  The 
expressions for the m atrix elements are listed below.
(A rii +  X'n'x)2 4- (A2 4- A'2)u f  4 -  — (g2 +  9y +  g j  +  q 9 y ')v i
+ \ g l ( v i ~ v l  + vl) 4- ^gy{v \  - v % +  vl) 4- ^g j(v  \  4 - 4 -  -  n~ +  n ' 2 -  n[2)
+ ^ 9 v ' ( v f  +  4uf 4- v\ -  5(nf +  n \ + n ' 2 4- n '2)) + m \
5 12 =  2(X2 +  X,2) v l V 2 - ^ ( g 2L + g Y - ^ g Y , ) v l v2 +  X A n l - h X' A ,n'l
5 13 = —(Ani 4- A/ra,1)(An2 4- A'rc') 4- \ { g \  + 9y + 9r +  iv3 +  ^Pr(™i™2 +  n[n2)
1 55 14 =  -A u3(Anl 4- X'n[) 4- - g 2r {vin2 4- v3n{) -  — gy,v in2
1 5
5 15 = 2Xv1(Xnl 4- A'n'J -  Xv3(Xn2 4- X'n2) 4- -g j(v3n 2 — i^n i) -  — g^vyn i  4- AAv2
1 5Sis = —X'v3(Xrii 4- X!n'x) 4- —g2(vin2 4- v3n\)  — J^9y ,vi n 2
S Xy =  A;,ui(A ni 4“ A n^) 4- A^Arii 4- A n x)vi  — {Xti2 4- A 722)^3]
1 5
+  2 # / ( u 3Ti2 ~  V lU ^  ”  Y ^ 9 y ' v i u i  +  A 'A T 2
522 =  (Ani +  X'n[)2 4- (An2 4- X'n2)2 4- (A2 4- A' )(u2 4- uf) 4- +  9y  d" ~^9y ')v\
- \ 9 2l( vI ~ vl  + vl) +  \ 9 y ( v 1 -  vl  4- 4 )
+ \9 y '{ vI +  4 v 2 + vi ~  5(n2 4- n 2 4- n '2 4- n '2)) 4- m 2H2
5 23 — 2(A2 4- X' )v2v3 — ^ (^ t “I- 9y ~  q 9y ')v“2v3 ~  XAn2 — A A n 2
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524 =  2A?;2(An2 4- A'n2) — ^p<72^ 2n 2 — A A v 3
5 25 =  2Au2(Atil 4~ A,ti/i) — ——g'yiV 2n^ 4- XAv\y
5"26 =  2A/u2(An2 4- A'n2) — ^ ^ ^ 2^2 — ^ v 3
%7
S27 =  2A'w2 (A n 1 4- A'n'jJ — ~^’9 y ,^'2T^\ 4~ A .A 14
533 =  (An2 4- X'n'2 )2 4- (A2 4- A' )i;f 4- — (5 ^ 4- <7^ - 4- gj 4- — gy')vz
+ \ a l ( v l  ~ v \  + vf) +  ^g y{v l  - v j +  vl) 4- ^g j(v  f + v l  + n \ - n l +  n ' 2 -  n22)
+  - ^ 9 y >{V  1 +  4u2 +  U3 -  5 ( n ? +  n l  +  n l 2 +  n 22) )  +  m l iob
1 - 5
534 =  2(An2 4- X'n'2) Xv3 — (Arij 4- X'n\)Xvi 4- ~^ g2{v\ni — n2) r^g Y ,'l,3'n'2 AAi/2
1 5
Szs =  —(An2 4- A'n^At;! 4- ^g 2(v \ Tl‘2 +  ^3n i) ~  j g gY,v3n i
1 5
$36 — 2(An2 4- X'n'2)X'v3 ~~ (Atzi 4- X'n'i)X'vi 4- —g2(v\n\ — v3n2) ^g 9 Y,v3n 2 ~  X A  u2
1 o
S37 ~  —(An-2 +  X'n2)X'vi 4- ~<7/(^ in 2 +  v3n i) ~ ~^9y,v3tl'l
544 =  X2 { v l + v l ) +  ^(g2[ + C^- g 0Y,)nl + ^ g 2I { v { - v l  + n \ + n l - n 2 +n'2 )
—^ 9 y ' ( v 1 +  4u2 4- vl -  5(n2 4- n2 4- n 't 2 4- n22)) 4- mfv 
ob
1 25545 =  - X 2v iv 3 4- - gj{viv3 4- n in 2 4- n'xn'2) 4- — g \ ,n xn 2
1 25
^46 =  AA;(i;| 4- vl)  4- 2 ^/(n in i n 2^ 2) +  9Y,n^n2 ~~ m 3
1 25
S47 =  - A A 't ;^  4- ~g\{n^ 2  ~  n^n'y) 4- —  g \ ,n 2n!x
S55 =  A2 (t>2 4- ' y | ) 4- ^ ( ^  +  y ^ ) ^  +  ^ / ( u3 - ' yi + n ? +  n 2 +  n 'i2 - n 22)
■^9y>(v 1 +  4- vl -  5(n? 4- n\  4- n ' 2 4- n22)) 4- m 2N36
1 o r , , 25 2
5 56 =  —A2!?!^  4- - ^ 2(n2^'i — n,in2) 4- Y g#r,n in2
1 25
5 57 =  AA'(t;2 4- v l )  4- - 32(n in 'i 4- n 2n 2) 4- — ^ n i n *  “  m 3
566 =  A/2(wf 4 -u |)  4- ^(^2 4- Y 9 Y')n 22 +  ^ 2(Ul “ ^3 + n 'l2 + n 22 ~  n l + T l2)
~ ^q9y '( .v i + 4 v2 + v l -  5(n\ + n \ + n ' 2 4- n22)) 4-
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1 25
567 =  - A 'V t /3 +  ^g j(v iv 3 +  n in 2 +  n'xn2) +  jg g 2 'n i n 2
S 77 =  A'2(u2 +  z;f) + ^ ( g 2r + ^ - 9 r ' ) n i2 + \ 9 2r ( v l~ V i  +  n ' 2 + n '2 + n \  -  nf)
—^ £ v " (ui "+■ 4^2 +  v 3 ~  5(nl - b n l+  n ' 2 -F n22)) +  (198)36
A .2 P seu d oca lar  H iggs B o so n  M ass S q u ared  M atrix
The mass-squared m atrix  for pseudoscalar Higgs bosons is also a 7 x 7 symmetric m atrix 
P . The expressions for the m atrix elements are listed below.
P u  =  (Arii + X.'n[ ) 2 -+- (A2 +  A/2)uf -F — v\ +  u |)
-  v l  +  vl) +  ^gj{v  I + vj + n \ - n \ +  n ' 2 -  n '2)
( v i  +  4 v 2  +  v t  ~  5 (n i +  n \  +  n [2 +  n 22)) +  m \
ob
P  12 =  XAtIi -F A A  Tl[
P 13 =  —( \ n i  +  X'n'l )(Xn2  +  X,n'2) +  ^g^(nln2 +  n'l n 2)
P 14 =  Au3(An! -F A’n[)  -  ^ g jv 37ii
Pis =  -A u 3(An2 +  A'n^) +  | g jv 3n2 -I- A4u2
P 16 =  A/u3(Arii -F A'n'i) — ^ g 2^ 1^  1
P 17 =  — v 3( \ n 2 -F X'n2) +  - ^ ^ 3 ^ 2  X A 'v 2
P22 =  (Anx +  A'nx)2 -F (An2 -F X'n2)2 -F (A2 -F A/2)(u 2 -I- uf) — - ^ |( u 2 — uf -t- uf)
+ ^ r ( ^ i  -  « ! +  ^f) +  ^ 0 y '(ui +  4u2 +  uf -  5 (n 2 +  +  n'x2 +  n22)) -F m 2Hi
P2 3 =  —AAn2 — A'4 .712
P 24 =  A 4 u3
P25 =  — AAui
P 26 =  X'A'vz
Pii — —XtA^v\
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P 33 — (A n 2  4- X'n'2)2 4- (A2 4- A,2) t ; |  4- — g 2 (v l  — v \  4- v%)
+ j 9 y ( v i  - v l +  y l )  +  ^ 9 r  ( v t  +  v i  +  n i  “  n \  +  n i 2 -  n 2 2 )
+ ^ 9 y ' (v i +  Avl  +  vz ~  5 (n ?  4- n l  4- n ' 2 4- n 22)) 4- ob
P 34 =  — (An! 4- A'n'JAui. 4- - g j v i n  1 — AAu2
P35 =  (An-2 4- A'n^JAt/]. -  ^ / ^ i n 2
P36 =  —(Atii 4- X 't i '^ X 'v i  4- T^ 9 i y 1P1 — A'A  v2
P37 =  (An2 4- X'n2)X'vi -  ^gjvin^
P 44 =  A2(t;| 4- vi)  4- jg j(v \  - v l  + n \ + n \ -  n '2 4- n '2)
~ ^ 9 y >( v i  +  4vf  +  y3 -  5 (™i +  +  n i2 +  n22)) +  TOivob
P45 =  —A27?i7?3 4- - g j ( v iV 3 4- 71^ 2 )
P46 =  XX'(vi 4- vi)  +  ^ g f n ^  -  rrq
P 47 =  -X X 'v xvz -  ^gjriin^
P 55 =  A2(v2 4- vi)  4- ^g}(vl -  v\ + n \  4- n\ + n ' 2 - n ' 22)
~ ~ ^9y ' ( v i  +  4y 2 +  v 3 — 5 (n 2 4- 7^ 2 4- n [2 4- n '2)) 4- rn2N 36
Pse =  - X 2v lv3 -  -g jri2n[
P57 =  AA'(u? 4- v i )  4- ^gjn2n2 -  m j
Pee =  X!2 ( v \ + v l ) +  ^ g 2I( v \ - v l + n ' 2 + n '2 - n \ + n \ )
— t^ 9 y ' ( ui +  4w2 +  v3 ~  5 (n i +  n 2 +  n'\ +  n 22)) +  m N'36
Pe7 = —X'2viv3 4- 2 ^/(ui« 3  +  ^1^2)
P77 =  A,2(u2 4- ) 4- ^ / ( v3 — v i +  n' 2 +  n 22 +  n i — ^2)
- ^ 9 y '  (v i +  4uI +  uf -  5(n2 4- 712 4- n +  n22)) +  m N'ob
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A .3 C harged  H iggs B o so n  M ass S q u a red  M atrix
The mass-squared matrix for charged Higgs bosons is a  3 x 3 symmetric m atrix C. The 
expressions for the matrix elements are listed below.
C n  =  (Ani 4- X'n[)2 4- - v l  + vj) 4- ^ g f{ v \  4 -t/f 4-nf -  n 2 + n22 -  n[2)
+ \d Y (v i - v \  + vl) 4- -£q9y'(v i +  4uf  +  v l  -  5(n i +  nl  +  n 'i2 +  n 22)) +  mu  
Ci2  =  (A2 4* A )v\V2 — ~^q\v\.V2 4~ XAtii 4- A A . n ^
Ci3 =  —(Aril 4- AV1)(An2 4- X'nf2) 4- ^g \v iv 3 4- ^ g j (v iv 3nin2 +  n[n2)
C22 — (Arii 4- A'n'J2 4- (An2 4- X'n2)2 4- ~^ 9l {v 1 4- u2 4- u |)
~ \ 9 y (v 1 -  +  «f) +  +  4^2 +  ^1 “  5(n? 4- n | 4- n '2 4- n22)) + m |2
C*23 =  (A  “i-  A )^2 ^ 3  — — A.4.7i2 — A -4  7^2
C33 =  (An2 +  Xfnf2)2 + ~ g l (—v2 +  v\  4- uf) + ^ g j{ v \  +  vf +  n\  -  n |  4- n '2 -  n22)
I X  o o
+ ^ 9 y (vi -  4- uf) 4- gg +  4ul  +  u!  “  $(n i + n 2 + n[2 4- n'2 )) 4-
(200)
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